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ABSTRACT 

Application _of a two-phase turbine system· to waste heat recovery was 

examined. Bottoming cycle efficiencies ranging from 15-30% were ca~

culated for a 720°F diesel exhaust temperature. A single stage demon

stration unit, designed for non-toxic fluids (water and DowTherm A) 

and for atmospheric seals and bearings, had a cycle efficiency of 23%. 

The net output power was 276 HP at 8,100 rpm, increasing the total shaft 
) 

power from 1,800 HP for the diesel alone, to 2,076 HP for the combined 

system. A four stage Organic turbine~ for the same application, had a 

rotat1onal speed of 14,700 rpm while a four stage steam turbtne had 

26,000 rpm. Fabrication drawings were prepared for the turbine and 

nozzle. The major improvement leading to higher cycle efficiency and 

lower turbine rpm was found to be the use of a I iquid component with 

lower sensible heat. 

A reduction in capital cost was found to result from the use of a contact 

heat exchanger instead of tube-fin construction. The cost for a contact 

heat exchanger was only $35-52/kWe compared to $98/kWe for a tube-fin 

heat exchanger. Design drawings and materials I ist were prepared. A 

program resulting in the demonstration of a two-Rhase bottoming system 

was planned and the required cost estimated. Th~ program would result 

in a feasibi I ity test of the nozzle and turbine at the end of the first 

year, a laboratory performance test of the bottoming system by the end 

of the second year and a field demonstration test and laboratory endur

ance test of the bottoming system during the third year. The blowdown 

test rig 'for· the first year's program and test turbine were designed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Effective u~i I ization of waste heat is an energy conservation measure 

which can have a very large impact on fuel consumption in this country. 

ConversiOn of the waste heat into a useful form of energy (such as ele~

tricity or mechanical shaft power) has an added advantage in that the 

basic tooling and plant designs can be preserved. Furthermore, reduc

tion of both air and thermal pollution is a direct consequence of in

creasing the useful power output for a given amount of fuel. 

Many processes and devices have hot exhaust gases that would be suit

able for the heat source for energy conversion systems. A particularly 

attractive class of devices are internal combustion engines, both diesel 

and spark ignition. These engines account for nearly one third of the 

country's energy consumption. Moreover, the avai fable energy in the 

exhaust gases is equal in magnitude to the useful power output for the 

engine. Existing estimates of bottoming cycle performance have ind!

cated improvements of 15-20%( 1) in the fuel economy resulting in a 

large potential savings if alI engines were so equipped. Fig~re 

(after Ref. 2) shows an energy diagram for a typical diesel engine wi~h 

latent heat cooling. The exha~st gas energy is 33% of the heat input 

compared to.39% of the heat input which appears as useful work output. 

This diagram also shows a potential recovery of about 20% as the heat 

value of steam raised by the exhaust gases. For typical steam systems 

this heat can be converted to· shaft power to raise the total engine 
(2) 

shaft output by about 5-7t% 

The subject of this study, and the simplest application of this type, 

is uti I ization of the waste heat from a large, stationary diesel engine. 

Stationary engines don't have the same space and weight I imitations, 

or control and transient operation requirements as vehicular power 

plants. Therefore, the steady stat& performance and rei iabi I ity as

pects of bottoming systems can be demonstrated without the compl ica
tions necessitated by mobile applications. 
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WORK DONE AND HEAT 75.26% 

Fig. 1 - Diagrammatic Representation of Heat Balance 
with Latent Heat Cooling for Diesel Engine 
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Current approaches for waste heat conversion include both closed cycle 

and open cycle heat engines. Only the closed cycle variations wi I I be 

considered here. The steam Rankine cycle has been used commercially as 

a bottoming system for gas turbines (3•4) Systems of this type have re

duced the heat rate form 13,500 B/kWh with a gas turbine .alone to 

9,600 B/kWh for the combined cycle. Thus, a fuel savings of 30% results 

,from the addition of this bottoming system. Commercial systems have also 

been placed in operation using steam bottoming cycles to recover waste 

heat from diesel engines. Figure 2 is a schematic of a typical system 

described in Ref. 2. As discussed previously, this type of system with 
0 . 

240/280 psig, 600/650 F steam increases the shaft power output by 

5! to 7%. 

Another approach to waste heat conversion is the use of a Rankine cycle 

with an organic working fluid. Ref. 5 discusses the use of an .organic 

vap~r turbine system to bottom a diesel engine. A "bread board" system 

tested resulted in a 12% increase in power without an increase in fuel 
( 6) 

consumption. An organic vapor expander was also. used by Chapman to 

bottom a spark ignition engine. In this case; an orbital vane expander 

was used as the power conversion component. Advantages resulting from 

the use of an organic vapor instead of steam include a greater thermo

dynamic efficiency and a somewhat lower turbine or expander rpm. Dis

advantages include expen~ive fluid and seal requirements, non-avai la-

bi I ity of commercial components and the high capital cost of the system 

components, and the use of toxic working fluids (e.g .. toluene and 'FS-85). 

The subject of this design study is the use of a two-phase power system 

to convert the waste heat from a diesel engine to useful powAr. The 

two-phase power system while similar, has several potential advantages 

relative to a Rankine cycle bottoming system. 

· 1. The turbine has a. lower rpm· than a vapor-alone turbine, 

simplitying transmission problems. For example, the sin

gle stage turbine of this design study has a shaft speed 

of 0,100 rpm compared to 14,700 for a four stage organic 

t b . f th I . t. ( 7 ) A t t vapor ur 1ne or e same app 1ca 1on s earn ur-

b i ne w·i th the same number of stages wou I d have a rotation 

- 3 -
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Fig. 2 - Layout of Complete Engine Heat-Recovery System 
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speed of abo~t 26,000 rpm. As discussed later the two

phase turbine rpm can be reduced further by increasing 

the mass ratio of I iquid to vapor, but at the expense 

of pumping losses. 

2. The two~phase cycle has a gas to I iquid heat exch~nger 

instead of a boiler and maximizes the exhaust gas en

ergy avai !able for conversion. The avai !able energy 

to the system can be maximized because heat transfer 

is to the I iquid phase. Figure 3 i I lustrates temp

erature profiles for typical steam and organic vapor 

boilers compared to the I iquid heat exchanger of the 

two-phase turbine engine. Since the loss of avai !able· 

energy is proportional to the temperature difference 

it can be seen that a higher thermodynamic efficiency 

is possible with the two-phase cycle compared to the 

vapor cycle. 

3. The turbine, seals, bearings and other ite~s associated 

with the rotating unit are simple, low cost components. 

This is a consequence of the low rpm and the transfor

mation of the energy. from the gas to the high density 

I iquid phase. 

4. Variations·of ~he two-phase power cycle exist which 

may allow the use of a contact heat exchanger for the 

exha~st gas, reducing the capital cost relative to a 

tube-fin heat exchanger. 

Other possible advantageous features include higher ultimate efficiency~ 

simp! ified control requirements, and good part load efficiency. 

In order to determine the performance and design of a two-phase turbine, 

cycle calculations were conducted for several two-phase system~. A ref

erence cycle was selected which represented.a compromise between effi

ciency, rpm, and simp! icity of construction. The two-phase nozzle and 
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turbine were designed for the conditions of the reference cycle and 

fa~ricatior1 drawings were prepared. Functional requirements of the 

major system components were specified and a program resulting in the 

demonstration of a two-phase bottoming cycle was formulated. 
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I I. TWO-PHASE CYCLES 

Several different two-phase bottoming cycles were considered for the 

design study. In each variation, the common feature is that heat 

transfer occurs from the exhaust gas to the I iquid phase. However, 

the working fluid may consist of one or more chemical species, stag

ing can be used, and a contact heat exchanger can be used in place 

of a conventional tube-fin heat exchanger. 

In this section, the basic principles of two-phase noz~les and tur

bines are discussed, followed by a brief description of each cycle. 

TWO-PHASE NOZZLES AND TURBINES 

rhe two elements which are responsible for the unique characteristics 

of the two-phase turbine engine are the two-phase nozzle and the tur

bine whee I. '' The nozz I e produces efficient conversion of I i quid en

fha I py to vapor 1;1nth;;t I flY tn vnror and I i quid kInetIc em:H"!-JY. This i :o 

achieved by mixing a finely dispers~d hot I iquid of low vapor pressu~e 

(such as oi I) with a I iquid possessing higher vapor pressure (such as 

water or Freon). The water vaporizes to steam at high pressure. The 

steam is subsequently expanded to low pressure and high velocity, 

dragging the oi I droplets to a high velocity also. The presence of 

large amounts of finely dispersed I iquid has a similar effect on the 

nOt21e exit velocity as a large increase in molecular weight of the 

vapor would, i.e. a high mass flow ral·e ~nd low spouting voloci1y 

are obtained. Figure 4 shows the nozz I e exit velocity as a function 

of the ratio of I i quid to gas. Starting at a value of about 4,000 ft/s 

for· a II gas, ·the exit velocity is reduced to less fhan 1,000 ft/s for 

a mass ratio of 30. Thus, a much lower turbine wheel speed can be 
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used for maximum efficiency than for the vapor alone. 

The relation of the nozzle and turbine whee! for a single stage, impulse 

circumferential configuration is shown in Flgures 5 and 6. The geometry 

can be very simi Jar to a simple Pelton Wheel. The only difference is 

that the initial impingement zone is inclined at a more gradual angle 

than the Pelton Wheel, to avoid two-phase impact losses; and the surface 

area can he made' I ess than that of a Pe I ton Whee I because of the concen

tration of the I iquid phase after impingement. Another geometry which 

can be used is very simi Jar to a conventional axial flow impulse turbine. 

A variation of the above turbine which offer-s elimination of the· primary 

oi I pump and may have a higher efficiency for some applications, is a 

rotary separator turbine. Here the two-phase mixture is impinged on a 

rotating separator surface which results in a high velocity I iquid an

nulus. The I iquid flows into a radial inflow turbine, wh'ich in its sim

plest case is a rotating pitot tube and diffuser. The .I iquid is dis

charged through the base and enough pressure is retained to enable cir

culation through the heat exchanger to the nozzl~. Another ver·sion is 

the use of a simple "U-tube" to recover the I iquid energy. 

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate this turbine design, consisting of nozzle(s), 

rotating separator, and I iquid turbine. The I iquld and gas mixture com

prising t~_e working fluid Is suppl ieu al lliyl1 pi·essul·e to the nozzle 

inlets. The mixture expands to low pressure at the nuLLI~ ~xits, ~nd 

the resulting high-velocity two-phase jets impinge on the inner surface 

uf Ill~ ,. i ill •:• r the rotnt i no :.r.r<J rator I The I i quid b~?com8S r.nnr.Antrnted 

in a layer on the inner surface due to the inertia of the I iquid and 

centrifugal force while the gas flows radially inward through passages 

and enters the gas discharqe pipe through ports in the stationary hous

ing. The rotating separator is supported by bearings mounted in the 

housing. 

- 10 -
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The rotation of the separator is impeded only by windage and bearing 

frictton losses, which can be very smal I. Thus~ only a very smal I re

lative velocity between the impinging jets and the surface, aided by 

the torque imparted to the rotating separator by the inward flow of the 

gas through passages, s~rves to maintain the speed of the I iquid layer 

at a value nearly equal to that of the jets. 

The I iquid flows from the I iquid layer through passages in the rotat

ing separator into an annular chamber_which forms an integral part.of 

the separator wheel. As a result another I iquid layer is formed, held 

against the surface by centrifugal force. This layer furnishes the 

fluid energy source for the turbine_rotating concentrically within the 

separator wheel and having turbine inlet passages immersed in the I iq

uid layer. 

The turbine may be of any conventional type where the blades or pas

sages can be arranged to intercept the I iquid layer. Figure 7 shows 

a radial flow type of turbine. The turbine wheel rotates at a lower 

speed than the separator wheel causing I iqu)d from the layer to enter 

the inle.ts, flow radially inward through passages, and flow to the 

. I iquid outlet pipe through apertures in the wal I of th~ turbine shaft. 

The shaft is connected to the load to be driven. The turbine is sup

ported on bearings. 

The turbine passage can optionally incorporate a diffuser in which the 

v~locity of the I iquid entering the inlet can be partially conver·l·ed 1·~ 

pressure such that, even allowing for the pressure drop in the radial 

passages due to centrifugal force, the I iquid pressure in the discharge 

pipe is substantially higher than the pressure in the turbine casing and, 

in fact, greater than the pressure at the nozzle inlets. Thus, the dif

fusers can supply the necessary pumping of the I iquid, eliminating the 

need for a separate pump to return the I iquid to the nozzles. 

- 15 -



For operation with high pressure at the discharge, the leakage of I iq

uid between the shaft and the housing can be reduced by labyrinth seals 

and drains which return I iquid leakage to the bottom of the housing 

where the I i quid from this and other i nterna I I eakage sources is pi eked 

up by slinger blades and thrown back into the jets. Leakage to the out

side of housing is ·prevented by a shaft sea I. 

SINGLE COMPONENT~ SINGLC STAGE 

The single component - single stage system ts shown in Figure 9. The 

waste hent f rnm a d i ese I engine (or gas turbine) ente, s I Ill;! heat ~x

changer at temperature T. with an exhaust flow rate nf ~ . The exhaust 
1 e 

heat of an amount Q. is transferred to a single phase I iquid in a coun
' ter current heat exchan~er. The ~xhaust gas exits at temperature T . e 

The heated I iquid is flashed in a nozzle and expanded to pressure p2 
from pressure p

1
• The saturated mixture of 

quality x2 impinges on a rotary separator. 

radial inflow turbine and the liquid flows 

vapor and l,iquid with a 

The vapor flows through a 

through a radial inflow tur-

bine, each on a common shaft, producing a net power output 

vapor exhausts to the condenser where an· amount of heat of 

jectcd. The condensate is pressurized and meroerl with the 

P . The 
s 

Qc is re~ 

high. rros-· 

sure outlet from the I iquid turbine~ The I iquid flows bac~ to the heater, 

closing the cycle. 

Many variations on this basic scheme are possible. For example, the 

vapor turbine and/or liquid turbine ~an be impulse type machines with an 

additional pump to pressurize the I iquid. The main advantage I ies in 

the sim[11Ar turbine construction, but of course a disat.lvantage is the 

presence of another component and a slight loss in effic1ency. 

SINGLE COMPONENT - MULTISTAGE 

A multistage version of the single component cycle is shown in Figure 10. 

- 16 -
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In this variation, the exit flow from the first stage is remixed and 

passed through a regenerative heat exchanger, condensing part of the 

first· stage vapor. The mixture is expanded through the second stage 

nozzle and turbine (as in the single stage cycle). The condensate and 

I iquid discharge from the final (second) stage is passed through the 

regenerative heat exchanger increasing the temperature to the minimum 

dictated by combustor material considerations. The advantage of stag

ing is that lower shaft rpm results and the lower velocities result in 

more efficient nozzle and turbine operation. Against the~e gains must 

be ba1anced the added complexity and possible interstage losses. 

TWO COMPONENT - CONVENTIONAL HEAT EXCHANGER 

The use of two components allows more flexibi I ity in the choice of 

shaft rpm. A single stage two-component cycle is shown in Figure 11. 

In this cycle the thermodynamic working fluid is component A. It is 

suppl led to the nozzle as a· I iquid and flash vaporizes upon contact 

'with the h~ated I iquid, component B. Another variation of the two

component cycle is to ~ix the condensate (component A)· 0ith the turbine 

discharge (component 8) circulating the mixture throu~h the heater. 

This variation has the same cycle diagram as the singiB-component 

variation. 

In either case, the vaporizing component gradually vaporizes in the noz

zle as the p~essure is reduced. Any degree of superheat can be pro

vided by using large ratios of component"B" to "A'.',.however, in the 

.1 imit of ~ery large mass ratios, vaporization occurs at a nearly con

stant temperature which produces the same thermodynamic I imitation as 

a Rankine cycle. 

The resultant two-phase mixture impinges on the rotary separator. Com-

ponent A, the vapor, flows through a rad ia I inflow gas turbine. Compo-. 
nent B drives either a rad i a I · i nf I ow or impulse I iqu id turbine. Th~ 

-· 19 -
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·vapor, after leaving the gas turbine flows to a regenerator (if super

heated) and to the condenser. After rejecting the waste heat from the 

cycle the condensate is pressurized and returned to the nozzle ~nlet or 

to the primary heat exchanger. The I iquid "B" leaving the I iquid tur

bine is pressurfzed either by a pump or by conversion of the I iquid 

kinetic energy to head and subsequently return to the primary heat ex

changer. 

TWO COMPONENT - CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER 

The final variation to be considered uses two components in a manner to 

enable the use of a contact heat exchanger for the waste gases. This 

version is i I lustrated by th&-sch~ma±ic of Figure 12. 

The low vapor pressure I iquid, component B, is sprayed into a vessel. 

The resulting droplets contact the hot exhaust gases which flow counter

current to the tal I ing droplets. The heated I iquid is collected at the 

bottom of the vessel and pumped to the nozzle inlet. The cooled exhaust 

gas is exhausted (possibly through a mist eliminator) to the atmosphere. 

The remainder of the cycle is identical to the version with a tube-fin 

heat exchanger. The heat-exchanger construction is simpler with the 

high-pressure, tube-f.i n struc+ure being rep I aced by a I ow pressure vesse I 

w.ith spray nozz.le. tn addition, th_e phys(cal di.mensi.on~of th.e heat e~~

charige.r wi II b.e sme~l·ler b_ecaus,e of th.e large SLJrface area of tb,e droplets 

and abscence of fin I osses.. Th.e pump pow.er P P2 w i. I l b.e. qb.out th.e same 

required by the diff1JsAr or pump in the cycle of Figure 11, so the ef

ficiency of the two cycles should be simi Jar. 

In addition to the basic variations discussed above, other cycle combi

nations can be used. For example, F~gure 12a shows the use of a two-com

ponent two-phase cycle to bottom a two-phase cycle. By operating the 

two-component cycle with a high ratio of "B" to "A" (I iquid to gas), 

- 21 -
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heat addition occurs at nearly a constant temperature resulting in ef

fective use of the waste heat from the condenser. This waste heat is 

rejected at a nearly constant temperature as opposed to the exhaust gas 

waste heat which occurs over a wide temperature range. In general, the 

choice of cycle wi I I depend upon the heat source temp~rature, power 

level and other factors to be discussed later. 

TEMPERATURE - ENTROPY DIAGRAM 

ThR temperature - errrropy diagram for both sing I e and two component 

cycles is shown in Figure 13. The temper~ture variation uf thA ~x

haust ,g.:.~s for I IH::l d i ese I engine is i I I ustrated by path A. The tcmp

eratu re decr·eases from 719°F to 242°F. In a sing I e component water 

system this exhaust heat is transferred to pressurized water follow~ 

ing path E. The water is expanded in the two-~hase nozzle following 

path B, if the process were isentropic, and path C if real flow. ef

fects are included. The exit of the nozzle consists of a mixture of 

steam and water with high kinetic energy. This mixture rlrivas the 

two-f.!lldse turbine. The steam is condensed (path 0), pressurized and 

remixed with the high pressure water leaving the turbine. An alter

nato method Is to extract a I I of the I i quid kinetIc energy in the tu r·

bine and pressurize that I iquid with the condensate pump. As can be 

seen, the two-phase bottoming cycle maximizes the energy available 

from the waste heat since the upper temperature of the bottominq cycle 

continuotts!y incrcu~l":c; 1u match the Jecrease of the heat source temp

erature. 

In ·1 he case of a two-component cyr.l e tho thennut.lynurn i c work 1 ng f I u i d 

(steam) follows path F during the expansion. The reason the entropy 

increase is so large is the heat transfer from the al 1-1 iquid component 

into the steam. The net result is that the steam (for the referBnce 

eye I e) is s I i ght I y superheated at the nozz I e exit. In the case of the 

reference cycle, after separation of the steam from the I iquid, it is 

further expanded from the nozzle exit pressure, 14.7 psla, to a lower 
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value, 1.2 psia, through a radial inflow gas turbine, producing added 

energy. This portion of ·the cycle diagram is path G. The steam is then 

condensed along path H, pressurized and reMixed with the I iquid from 

the I iquid turbine. The heat·input to the sfeam during the nbzile ex

pansion is derived from the hot I iquid which follows path J. This 

curve shows the entropy decrease per unit mass of component "B". How

ever, s i nee there are "r" I bs. of "B.'' per I b of "A", the tota I entropy 

change is given by path K. As can be seen, the areas under curves K 

and Fare equal equating the heat transfer from the I iquid into com

ponent B into component A during the expansion process. 
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I I I. CYCLE PERFORMANCE 

Performance of the different cycle variations was determined using the 

two-phase turbine relations of Appendix A and the cycle equations of 

Appendix B. These calculations were performed for parametric variation 

of nozzle efficiency, turbine efficiency, rejection temperature and 

other variables of the power system. The final cycle selected was ana

lyzed in somewhat greater detai I as summarized in Section 4. 

SINGLE COMPONENT - SINGLE STAGE 

The single component cycle of Figure 9 was analyzed using water as the 

working fluid. Other possible working· fluids considered were Dow~Therm 

A and E (Dow Chemical), Genetron 133a <AI I led Chemical), CP-32 (Monsanto 

Co.), CP-34 (Monsanto Co.), fhe Freon family (DuPont), Trichloroethylene 

(Dow Chemical), and mercury. 

Water obviously has an advantage over the other fluids in terms of cost 

and the avai labi I ity of equipment. Consideration of the thermodynamic 

properties showed most organics to be unsuited for a single component 

system because of the positive slope of the vapor saturation I ine. Ex

pansion from pure I iquid at a high enough temperature to be of interest 
0 for this application (exhaust temperature = 719 F) leads to a superheated 

vapor r·clll1e1- thon a two-phase mi:X't11rP.. This is illustrated in Figure 14 

where nozzle expansion for water is compar~d to a nozzle expansion for 

CP-32 (pyridine) .. The starting conditions are 600°F. With an expansion 
0 to 200 F, the water has a vapor quality of about 0.35 while the pyridine 

end point is far to the right of the saturated vapor I ine in the super

heated reg ion. 

Mercury, on the other hand, is a very good fluid fo~ a two-phase system . 

. The high ratio of latent heat of vaporization to sensible heat of the 

I iquid <~4,000°F) means a large ratio of I iquid to vapor results from an 
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' expansion. 0 0 For example, expansion from I iquid at 740 F to 240· F results 

in a vapor quality of only about .10, giving a I iquid/vapor ratio of 10. 

Expansionof water (L/Cpoe1,000°F) with a simi,lar temperature drop gives. 

a vapor quality of about .50, for a I iquid to vapor ratio of only one. 

Thus, the spouting velocity of the mercury nozzle (aside from the ob

vi.ous molecular weight differences) would be much less with q higher 

mass flow rate and the corresponding two-phase turbine rpm would b~ much 

less. Of course, mercury is undesirable as a working flufd because of 

its cost and toxicity. In addition, the vapor pressure is too low for 

the application of interest. However, future working fluid searches for 

single components should concentrate on candidates wit~ a high L /C 
v p 

ratio. 

The results of calculations for a single stage two-phase bottoming cycle 

using water are shown in Figures i5 thru 17. In Figure 15, the net cycle. 

efficiency is plotted versus condensing temperature for several values 

of maximum cycle temp~rature. A peak efficiency of about 28% is reached· 

at the maximum cycle temperature of 700°F and the condensing temperature 

of 90°F. The efficiency is very sensitive to the minimum temperature, 

decreasing from a value of 28% at 90°F to about 21% at 212°F (rejection 

temperature). Changing the peak t9mperature from 700°F to 640°F at a 

condensing temperature of 90°F, reduces the efficiency from 28% to about 

25%. This change is significant because it means dropping the peak pres

sure from 3100 psia to 2100 psia with attendent lessening of equipment 

requirements. 

These calculations were alI perfo~med for a turbine efficiency of .85, 

a nozzle efficiency of .85, a pump efficiency of .75 and a diffuser 

efficiency of .85. The mass ratio of course is a dependent variable as 

the cycle conditions change. 

In order to examine the influence of these component efficiencies (cf. 

Appendix B) on cycle efficiency, a reference cycle was chosen at 
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T
1 

= 660° and T2 = 212°F. The reference cycle efficiency was about 

19% at this point with the above component efficiencies. As seen in 

Figure 16, variations in nozzle efficiency or turbine efficiency about 

the design value of .85, produce a change of about 1 percentage point 

in cycle efficiency for every 5 percentage points change in component 

efficiency. The maximum nozzle efficiency previously measured ( .88, 

Ref. 8). wou I d prodtrr.A n r:yc I e sff i c i cncy of obout 19t%. The same 

maximum nozzle efficiency with the maximum Pelton Wheel eftici~ncy 
(9) reported . would give a cycle efficiency of 21%, a 12% relative in-

crease abovP. the rlesign point. On the other hand, d nozzle or turbine 

efficrency of only .70 would reduce the cyciP. efficiency to 16%, which 

would sti I I be a tolerabl~ value. 

Figure 17 shows the cycle efficiency to be less dependent on diffuser 

and pump efficiency. In this chart, the cycle efficiency changes by 

only about 1/10 percentage point for every 5 percentage points change 

in pump or diffuser efficiency. This is pQrticularly significant in 

the case of the diffuser where the ingestion of vapor can cause effi

ciAnr:y losses. 

A key problem with a single component water cycle is .the high nozzle 

exit vapor quality, and hence, high spouting velocity. Nozzle spo~t

lng velocities range from 2,600 ft/s for 212°F-condens!ng temperature~ 
to 3,500 ft/s for a 90°~-condensing temperature. These high values 

negate one ot the original advantages of a two-phase cycle - the lower 

turbine rpm. For a two font diameter turbine, Bn rpn1 rdnge of .12,000 

to 17,000 would rP.'31rlt. Fui i::l Polton or ~xial flow turbine the rela-

"tive 1 iquid impact velocities in the lower rahge are within turbine. 

current practi~e (1,300-1,400 ft/s, Ref. 10), but extreme erosion could 

be expected to occur at the upper I imit of 1,750 ft/s. Thus, it would 

appear that a lower velocity, such as could be obtained by staging or 

the use of two components, would be desirable. 
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SINGLE COMPONENT - MULTISTAGE 

I~ order to determine the benefits of staging, the two stage cycle 

shown in Figure 10 was analyzed and compared to the single stage version. 

The maximum temperature was chosen as 680°F and the rejection temperature 

was taken as 90°F. A single stage system analyzed for these conditions 

gave an efficiency of 27% with a nozzle spouting velocity of 3,240 ft/s~ 

For a two foot wheel, this would ~esult in an rpm of 15,500, clearly 

too high. 

Assuming an equal pressure ratio for each stage of the two stage system, 

with a 10 psi pressure drop between stages, gives an i~let pressure of 

40 psia to the second stage. Table 1 summarizes the results of the noz

zle calculations using these operating parameters. 

Stage 

2 

TABLE 1 

NOZZLE PARAMETERS OF TWO STAGE, SINGLE COMPONENT SYSTEM 

Inlet Exit 
Pressure Pressure 

(psi a) (psi a) 

2710 50 

40 .7 

Inlet 
Qua I it~ 

0 

.27 

Exit 
Qua I it~ 

.42 

.33 

Spouting 
Velocit~ 
(ft/s) 

2250 

1915 

Using these values, the total cycle efficiency becomes 28% (the slight 

increase over the single stage is due to the fact that the second stage 

nozzle is operating at more nearly constant mass ratio). If the pres

sure ratios were adjusted slightly, to give equal exit velocities, the 

resu It i ng spouting ve I oc i ty for .the .first and second stages wou I d be 

2,090 ft/s. For a two foot diameter turbine, an rpm of 9,980 would 

result. Thus, the beneficial effect of increasing from a single stage 

to a two stage system would be reduction of the turbine rpm from 15,500 

to 9,980 while increasing the cycle efficiency by approximately one 

percentage point, from 27% to 28%. Tbe disadvantaqe is the addition 
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of a second nozzle and turbine. To a first approximation, the rpm is 

inversely proportional to the square root of the number of stages. Thus, 

to reduce the rpm from n
1 

to n2, a total of <n
1
/n 2)2 stages would be re~ 

qui red. 

TWO COMPONENT- SINGLE STAGE 

The nozzle exit velocity can alsu be reduced by the use of a second com

ponent "B", having a lower sensible heat than the I iquid p~iJse of the 

thermodynamic working fluid "A". In order to retain the advantages of 

a gas to I i quid hed I ~:?xc.:hanger, the amo~,Jnt o'f the second COi'riiJUflent must 

be chosen to give the proper tempcriJture variation in the nozzle and 

heat exchanger ( cf. Appendix B). If too high a f I ow rate of "B" ·is used, 

the nozzle and heat exchanger wi I I approach isothermal operation -the 

same as if "A" were being vaporized in the heat exchanger. This wi I I 

reduce the eye I e efficiency. If too I ow a f I ow rate of "B" is used, the 

liquid to gas mass ratio wi I I be lower. than desired- giving a high noz

zle spouting velocity (if the heat source were Ht a constant temperature, 

then the mass ratio of "B" to "A" could be freely variArl to give the 

exac 1· nozz I e spout i no \/A I or:- i ty snd turb inc rpm do2:s i 1 Hli). 

Two-component two-phase bottoming systems were analyzed using water as 

the thermodynamic working fluid and Dow-Therm A as thA I i~11!d component. 

Several combinations were examined but the watAr--now-Therm combinatinn 

had the highest ratio of the latent heat of vaporization to sensible 

heat of those examined. As wi I I be seen later, the nozzle spouting ve

locities arid turbine rpm are higher than desirable. If a ·higher mole

cular weight-'tllenuudynamlc working fluid could be found, the turbine rpm 

could be reduced accordingly. 

In order to illustrate the i1r1por·1-dnCe of the above parameters, consider 

a heat source from which it is desired to increase the cycle temperature 
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from T2 to Tl. For an isentropic nozzle expansion we have: 

~ s" + 
. 

m s' 
. 

m s" . = + m s " a a 1 b bl a az b bz 

where m = mass flow rate of component A a 
mb = mass flow rate of component s 
s" = ent'ropy of component A I iqui d at the nozzle inlet 

a1 
s" 

bl 
entropy of component B I i quid at the nozzle inlet 

s' = entropy of component A vapor at the nozzle exit 
az 

s" = entropy of component B I i quid at the nozile exit 
bz 

mb is selected so that component A is alI vaporized and is at saturated 

conditions cit T2 . Sotving for the mass ratio r = ~b/ma: 

r = 

or 

r = 

where s" az 
L 
vaz 

C" pa,b 

s' - s" s' - s" + s" - s" 
az al = az a2 az al 

s" -
b 1. 

s" 
bz 

s" .:... 
bl 

s" 
bz 

L T2 vaz + C". In 
T2 pa Tl 

C" In 
T2 

pb Tl 

= entropy of component A I iquid at the nozzle exit 

= latent heat of vapori~ation of A 

= specific heat of A,B (B/Ib°F) 

Thus, larger Lva and smaller C~b give higher values of mass ratio, which 

reduces the nozzle velocity. 

the two component cycle using water and Dow-Therm was analyzed for var

iation of the following parameters: 

a. Peak Cycle Temperature 

b. Rejection Temperature 
0 c. Diesel Exhaust T~mperature 520 F 

d. Diesel ·Exhaust Flowrate 15,300 lb/h 

to 700°F 

to 212°F 

to , 720°F 

to 27,300 lb/h 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

e. Working Fluids <C variation) 
p 

steam & Freon thru polyphenyl ether 
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f. Liquid/Gas Mass Ratio 

g. Output rpm 

3.5 to 23.0 

5,000 to 12,000 

In the case of the mass ratio and output rpm, independent variation 

was not always possible because of the interrelation of variables. 

The effect of the peak cycle temperature is shown in Figure 18. Oper-
. 0 

ation with a condensiny pressure of .7 psia (90 F) and a nozzle exit 

I iquid temperature of 212°F, gr~ve a peak cycle efficiency of 30% at 

a peak temperature of 700°F. Reduction of the temperature from 700°F 

to 500°F (r~ductlon nf the peak prassuro'from 3,090 p~ia. lu 680 psla) 

reduced the cycle efficien~y by only 6 percentage points (to 24%). 

Of course, the reduction is much greater in .. terms of the available 

energy if the peak exhaust temperature is constant at 719°F. The sig

nificance of this result is that the part load efficiency can be kept 

at a high value as the diesel power (exhaust temperature) drops. 

The influence of I iquid temperature on cycle efficiency for a constant 

b k ( .• 7 P<=:·la) d t t k I t t (660°F) ·,s ac pressure _ an cons an pea eye e empern ure 

shown in FiQIJrP. 1q. Rf?duction of the tcmperotuit: frrmr ?40°F to 90°t

res1Jits in a reduction of the efficiency from 29% to 25%. This change 

results from reducing the mass ratio from 6.5 to 3.9. At the higher 

mass ratio, more energy is transferred into the I iquid phase resulting 

in the higher efficiency. 

The nozzle back pressure (condensing temperature) has perhaps the 

greatest effect on cycle efficiency and turbine rpm. Figure 20 shows 

the cycle efficiency to increase from 18% to 29% as the back pressure 

is decreased from 14.7 psia to .7 psia. For a constant_! iquid outlet 

temperature this results in a simultaneous increase in mass ratio, r, 

and aozzle spouting velocity. Tile mass ratio increases from 4.7 to 6.5 

while the spouting ~elocity increases from 1,660 ft/s to 1,920 ft/s. 

In addition to the disadvantage of higher turbine rpm~ decreasing the 
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back pressure results in a large increase in nozzle exit area which tends 

to reduce both the nozzle and the turbine efficiency. Thus, the gains 

reflected tn Figure 20 would be somewhat reduced due to decreasing nozzle 

and turbine efficiency. 

The effect of the I iqui~ working fluid can be seen in Figure 21 through 

the influence of the sensible heat change. The srP.cific heats of dif

ferent fluids are indicated on the fi011r~ fo~ comparison purposes. As 

can he seen, a gradual decrease in cycle efficiency occurs as the heat 

tapacity is decreased. For e~ample, decreasing the sensible heat fron1 

.6 B/lb°F to .2 B/lb°F reduces the cycle efficiency from 29% to 27!%. 

However, the mass ratio increases from 3.9 to 11.7 and the nozzle spout

ing velocity is reduced from 2,350 ft/s to 1,520 ft/s. This example 

best i I lustrates the transformation possible if the mass ratio of I iquid 

to gas can be increased within the thermodynamic constraints avai !able. 

The reference cycle finally adopted, is operated at a relatively high 

nozzle exit pressure to I imit the nozzle spouting velocity. Howver, if 

a suitable fluid with a significantly lower C than that of Dow-Therm A 
p 

can be used, considerable efficiency improvement should be oblalnable. 

The above results were generated for constant values of nozzle efficiency, 

turbine efficiency and pump efficiency. The lnfluence of these parameters 

on cycle efficiency are shown In Figures 22 through 26. In general, the 

nozzle end tu1-bine efflc1encies have a very strong influence on cycle 

efficiency, whereas, the pump or diffuser efficiency has a less pronounced 

effect. for example, increasing the turbine and nnzzle efficiencies from 

the design value of .85 tn .90 would incr~n~e the cycl~ efficiency 11~11 

.28% to 31%. Decreasing them both to .70 would reduce the cycle efficiency 

from 28% to a I ittle over 20%, which is sti I I a usable value. On the other 

h~nd, lf the pump efficiency were decreased from .85 to .65, the cycle ef

ficiency would only drop by less than one percentage point (from 28.4% to 

27.5~). Thus, a considerable range bf ~sefui performance exists whether 
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the nozzle, turbine and diffuser attain the highest values tested or 

calculated (~.9) or the lowest values I ikely (~.7). 

To summarize, the two-component cycle appears to offer substantially 

lower turbine.rpm and somewhat higher efficiencies than a single com

ponent system. It was,therefore, chosen to provide the basis for the 

reference cycle design. Other variations, such as compound cycles or 

the contact heat exchanger cycle, can offer substantially the same per

formance as the above variations whi I~ possibly ac~ieving other advan

tages. However, the basic criteria for choice of the reference cycle 

type and parameters was felt to be simp I icity, cost and 'state of the 

art' components, so a single-stage two-component system was examined. 
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IV. REFERENCE CYCLE 

The reference cycle chosen for this design study uses the exhaust from 

an 1800 HP Colt-Pielstick PC-2 diesel engine to provide heat to the two

phase turbine engine. Table 2 (from Ref. 7) summarizes the operating 

characteristics of the engine over the range of interest. This engine 

was chosen for the design study because the design po~er (1800 HP) )s 

large enough to provide a reasonable bottoming cycle efficiency and the 

engine exhaust temperature (719°F) is representative of many engines of 

interest for waste he9t recovery. The minimum exhaust tempernt11re (~7~°F) 

was treated in the cycle analysis and the cycle efficiency remained in 

~xt..,:~!;?~ of 20%. 

The peak efficiency (~30%> for a bottoming cycle could be obtained by 

expansion of the two-phase mixture to the lowest possible exhaust pressure 

(.7 psia for 90°F rejection temperature). Use of a liquid component with 

a low sensible heat would enable operation at this exhaust pressure with 

a high mass ratio and, therefore, low spouting velocity. However, the 

lowest sensible heat (~.37 B/lb°F) was found for a 'Therminol 1 fluid which 

may ·have toxicity problems. It was therefore decided to use Dow-Therm ,; 

which although having a higher sensible heat (~.51), is a common heat 

transfer fluid with no toxicity problems for which commerciul equipment 

is avai !able. With this fluid, the spouting velocity for peak efficiency 

(29%> was very high. 

In order to I imit the rpm to reasonable values (~8000) and to simp! ify the 

seals and bearings problems, it was decided to operate the initial system 

with a nozzle back pressure o-f one atmosphere. This sti I I produced an ac

~ep~ably high efficiency <23%> with a single stage system without any sub

atmospheric seals. In order to increase the efficiency beyond the normal 

range for this back pressure (17-18%>, the steam was further expanded (to 

1.2 psia) after separation. 
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TABLE 2 

CPERATING PARAMETERS OF 38TDS-1/8 DIESEL ENGINE 

% of Continuous Rated Power 110 100 75 50 25 
' 

BMEP, psi 139. 8 127 95. 3 63. 5 31. 8 

Input (HHV) 7117 7132 7311 7861 9534 

Input (LHV) 6687 6702 6871 _7386 8936 

Exh. Sensible, Btu/bhphr 2200 2260 2460 2860 3660 

Ex h. Latent, Btu/bhphr 430 430 440 475 598 

Lube Oil, Btu/bhphr· 700 702 728 808 1075 

AC & Turbo H
2
0, Btu/bhphr 560 512 430 380 349 

Cooling H
2
0, Btu/bhphr 460 . 461 478 530 706 

Rad. & Unacc., Btu/bhphr 222 222 230 263 602 

Useful Work, Btu/bhphr 2545 2545 2545 2545 2545 

Exhaust Temp., OF 720 719 701 654 525 

Air Consumption, lb/bhphr 14.2 14. 8 16. 3 20. 5 33. 5 

Fuel Consumption, lb/bhphr 0.368 0. 369 0.378 0.406 0.492 

Exhaust Gas, lb/bhphr 14. 57 15. 17 16.68 20.91 33.99 

T'\ (HHV) o. 358 .o. ~57 0.348 0.324 o. 267 

T'\ (LHV) 0. 3 81 o. 380 0.370 ·0.345 o. 2 85 



The final state points and flow conditions for the reference cycle are 

shown in Table 3. The temperatures and pressures are wei I within the 

state of the art for steam an~ Dow-Therm systems. The net powe~ output 

of 276 HP, when added to the diesel output of 1800 HP gives an increase 

of 15%, or on a per unit fuel basis, the same power for 15% less fuel. 

For the 1800 HP size, a 40% basic diesel efficiency, and a fuel price of 

$2.00/mi I I ion 8, the annual fuel savings would be $24,000 (for an 80% 

capacity factor}, giving a 3 year payback for about $300/kw capital cost 

of the bottominq system. This cost appears to hR a rRasonable goal, 

considering'the simp I icity. 

FLOW CONDITIONS 

The flow conditions wAre chosen to provide a slight degree of superheat 

at the exit of the nozzle to avoid the Wilson Line during subsequent 

expansion of the steam in the radial inflow turbine. For inlet condi

tions of 660°F and 2,365 psia and nozzle exit conditions of 230°F and 

14.7 psia, the following values result: 

s" = .8987 8/lb°F 
a1 

s" 1. 7695 8/ I b °F ax 

C" - .?1 8/lb°F 
pb 

h" = 714.2 8/lb 
a1 

h' 1159.3 8/lb ax 

Sub~titution in Cq. (3) gives: 

r 3.50 

Substitution of the enthalpy value~ in Eq. (28) of Appendix 8 gives: 

~' 2i .- 1, [)78 ft/."1 

A nozzle efficiency of .85 yields: 

v
2 

= 1,824 ft/s 

Entry at 15°, with a radius change of .96 from the nozzle center 

I ine to the separator drum gives a separator I iquid velocity of: 

V = (.96)(cos 15°)(1,824) = 1,691 ft/s 
s 
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TABLE 3 

STATE POINTS FOR REFERENCE BOTTOMING CYCLE 

Temperature Pressure F I ow rate Velocity 
State Point (oF) (~sia) (lb/s). (ft/s) 

660 2365 2.97 30 

2 230 14.7 2.97 1824 

3 230 14.7 2.31 1691 

4 107 1.2 .66 50 

5 230 14.7 2.31 30 

6 .100 1.2 .66 30 

7 190 .2465 2.97 30 

8 719 15.0 7.58 50 

9 242 14.7 7.58 50 

*Vapor quality = .96 

POWER OUTPUT - 276 HP @ 8075 RPM 

CYCLE EFFICIENCY -. 23% 

NET POWER INCREASE - 15% 
AROVF niFSFI OIITPIIT 
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For a two foot diameter the separator rpm is: 

W = 16,150 rpm 
8 

Use of a "U-tube" turbine at an rpm one half of the separator rpm 

gives a turbine rpm of: 

W - 8,0?5 rpm t -

The I iquid turbine tip speed in 845.5 ft/s. The torque on the turbine 

due lu momentum char1ye i~: 

Ltm = 2~b(Vs- Vt)rt 

Ltm = 121-.·3 l.bft 

The drag on the I iquid turbine i!:; given by: 

or 

C p"(V - V ) 2 

F". = db s t A. 
td -2 I 

F" td 

where Cd = the drag coefficient for the I iquid pickup 

A 
1 

II If:! In I e I a r·~:~a 

A'vaJue·of Cd = .1 appears att~inable for an inlet ~ith base venti~ 

1at~o~~ 111 • S~bstitution in.Eq. (6) gives; 

Ftd = 3.03 lb 

S i nee a 1 foot radius is found at this ·I ocat ion the drag torque on 

the inlet is: 

L" .. 
td 3.03 lbft 

The total torque on the I i quid turbine is: 

L" 
t 

= 124. J Zbft 

The power i.s therefore: 

P" 
(124. J) (845. 5) 

191 HP = (550) = 
t 
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The power loss due to the drag of the inlet is: 

( 3. 03) ( 1, 691 ) 
(550) = 9.3 HP 

The windage loss of the separator was estimated considering the rim to 

be a flat plate with the width equal to the separator width and the 

length equal to the circumference. 

The Reynolds Number is: 

Re 
X 

For steam 

= 
V L s s 
--vt a 

at 230°F and 14.7 psia, v' 
a 

= 2.3 x 10-4 ft/s 

Re 
X 

= ( 1,691) (6.28) 
(2.3 x· 10.:.4 ) 

= 4.55 X 10 7 

( 12) 
The friction factor is 

f = .0024 pm 

The drag on the separator is: 

p'V 2 

F f a s 
L w-= 2 s pm s s 

where w = separator width 
.s 

F = 4.04 lb s 

The powe~ loss due to windage is: 

( 4. 04) ( 1 , 691 ) 
(550) = 12.4 HP 

AI lowing 1.3 HP loss in the bearings and seals, gives a total 

separator loss of: 

P = 23 HP s 

The net power from the radial inflow turbine obtaine~ by expansion 

to 1.2 psia is estimated in Appendix D to be: 

(7) 

( 8) 



The pumping power required to return the I iquid through the heat 

exchanger to the nozzle is: 

p = 
p 

where Qa = volume flowrate of A 

Qb = volume f I ow rate of 8 

~p = pressure rise = 2,450 psi 

II = pump efficiency = .75 p 

p ;:; P.R.U HP 
p 

The net power is.given by: 

P . = P' + P" - P - P 
n t t s p 

Substitution of the above values gives: 

P = 137 + 191 - 23 - 29 = 276 HP n 

The heat rejection is: 

Q = ~ I Y c a va· ·va 

where x = the exit quality from the steam turbine va 

Substitution of the appropriate values gives: 

= 654.4 B/s 

The cycle efficiency is: 

or 

p 
= _ _..;.;.n_ 

p + 0 
n c 

. 23 
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OPERATION 

The schematic diagram of Figure 27 shows a configuration of the reference 

cycle where the exhaust from the diesel is passed through a jacket to pre

heat the inventory. Startup is then achieved by a ramp injection of the 

hot charge downstream of a check valve. This type of startup technique 

was successfully used in a similar two-phase cycle( 13 ) where the power 

was extracted in a magneto-hydrodynamic generator instead of a turbine. 

In that case, steady state operation with a flow of 150 lb/s of Nak was 

achieved in 2-3 seconds. 
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V. TURBINE DESIGN 

The design configuration of the two-phase turbine resulting from the 

analysis for the reference bottoming application summarized in Section IV, 

is given in Figures 28 and 29. The basic procedures used in the mechan

ical design are summarized in Appendi x C. The steam turbine design is 

described in Appendix D. 

The turbine has a single stage expansion of the two-phase mixture in the 

12 inch nozzles. The mi xture impinges on the inside surface of the free 

wheeling drum, forming a I iquid layer traveling at 1,691 ft/s. The layer 

drives a I iquid turbine to 845 tt/s (8,075 rpm) for the "U-tube" version 

shown in Figure 28. The discharge from the U-tube is collected in an 

annular tube and ex its from the hot wei I of the turbine. The separator 

drum free wheels on the turbine shaft and is held in place by clips and 

retainers as shown. The separator drum and turbine are overhung from 

the 35 mm shaft. The bearings are standard grease packed double seal 

bearings. A simple mechanical sliding seal is used to isolate the low 

temperature (230°F) steam at atmospheric pressure from ambient. 

The separated steam flows radially inward from the drum through a two

stage turbine to the exhaust pressure of 1.2 psia. The radial inflow 

turbine is keyed to the same shaft as the I iquid turbine and thus has 

the same rpm, 8,075. As summarized in Appendix D, a total of 137 HP 

is added by the steam turbine to the I iquid turbine output of 191 HP. 

Expansion of the total two-phase mixture to the lower pressure would 

result in a greater fraction of the power being available in the I iquid 

·phase. The turbine blading is conventional radial design and could 

probably be cast in quantity for $75-100. 

Figure 29 shows the nozzle detai I and the detai I of a counter-balanced 

radial inflow liquid turbine. The nozzle is bui It up of two conical 

sections and a throat, in accord~nce with past design pjactice( 14 '. 
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Recent cost estimates have been obtained for hydroforming these nozzles 

for a price of about $150 in quantity( 1S) The I iquid inlet design on 

the I iquid turbine is similar to configurations used for high pressure, 
. ( 16) 

p1tot pumps 

Thus, the turbine and nozzle components appear to be basically low cost 

units. 

The materials are entirely conventional alloys except tor the drum which 

is tit~ni11m tnr this design. Table ~ summarize~ tho materials for major 

components of the assembly. 

To summarize, the nozzle and turbine assembly is a simple, low cost design 

which can be mass produced for much less than a multi-stage axial flow 

gas turbine with high speed bearings and seals. Increases in the mass 

ratio, made possible through using a I iquid with lower sensible heat would 

enable a lower separator drum rpm and the use of low carbon steel. Staging 

the nozzle expansion would have a simi Jar influence but with an increase 

in the total number of components. 
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TABLE 4 

MATERIALS LIST FOR MAJOR TURBINE COMPONENTS 

Dash No. Part Material 

-1 Nozzle (2) ASTM A148-58 GRADE 150-125 <Steel Casting) 

-2 Casing, Front ASTM A105-55T (Steel Forging) 

-3· Casing, Side ASTM A105-55T (Steel Forging) 

-4 Casing, Back ASTM A105-55T (Steel Forging) 

-5 Liquid Collector ASTM A106 (Steel Pipe) 

-6 Steam Turbine ASTM A148-58 GRADE 150-125 (Steel Casting) 

-7 Separator Drum AMS 4969 (Ti -: 5AI - l. 5 Fe - 1.4 Cr - 1. 2 Mu) 

-8 Liquid Turbine ASTM A148-58 GRADE 150-125' (Steel Casting with 
' Ste I I i te tip) 

-9 Bearing Housing ASTM A106-55T (Steel Pipe) 

-10 End Plate ASTM A105-55T (Steel Forging) 

-11 Shaft ASTM A105-55T (Steel Forging) 

-12 Base ASTM A105-55T (Steel Forging) 

-13 Outlet Pipe ASTM A106 <Steel Pipe) 
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VI. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 

Components of the two-phase turbine cycle chosen for this application are 

alI wei I within the state of the art. Common fluids were chosen for the 

first system (water and Dow-Therm A). The temperatures for the pumps and 

valves are in the range of 90-250°F. The peak temperature for the exhaust 

gas- I iquid heat exchanger is that of the diesel exhaust, 719°F. The pres

sures required are high (2,500 psia, maximum) but are within normal prac

tice for both steam and hydraulic systems. The only "exotic" materials 

required arc Stel .1 ite tip on the in.let o'f the I iquid turl,irre lu r11i11ir11iL!:! 

erosion and, for the initial system, a t.itanium drum for the separator. 

Use u·f d I !quill wfl·tl a lowtir specific heat than CJow-rnerm would reduce the 

separator and turbine rpm, simplifying the bearing and seal re~uirements 

further. However, the values for the reference cycle (16, 150 and 8,075 rpm) 

are within the range of commercially avai !able sea.ls and bearings. In order 

to enable preliminary assessments to be made of the system cost and com

plexity, specifications for the major components 'are given below: 

PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGER 

nAsign - tube-fin construction, hel i~rc welded joints 

Material - ASTM AI05-55T, AI06-55T (carbon steel) 

Inlet I iquid temperature <tube side) 190°F 

Jnlet I i~~id rressure 

Inlet gas temperature (fin side). 

Outlet I iquid temperature 

Outlet I iquid pressure 

Outlet gas temperature 

Gas pressure drop 

Liquid f I ow rate 

Gas flowrate 

Heat transfer rate 

.,., 60 -. 

2,465 psia 

719°F 

660°F 

2,365 psia 

242°F 

10" H 0 
2 

2.97 lb/s 

7.58 Jb/s 

654 B/s (net) 



The type of construction to be used can be very similar to the unit shown 

in Fig. 30. Some decrease in construction costs relative to a vapor gen

erator shou I d be rea I i zed because of the sma I I er f I ow a rea (hence, tube 

size) required by the I iquid. 

CONDENSER 

Design - tube-shel I construction 

Material - ASTM AI05-55T, ASTM AI06-55T (carbon steel) 

Inlet temperature I07°F 

Inlet pressure 

Outlet temperature 

Outlet pressure 

F I ow rate 

Heat transfer rate 

I .2 psi a 

100°F 

I. I psia 

.66 lb/s, steam 

504 B/s 

Figure 31 is a isometric drawing of a condenser used in a diesel bottoming 

application. A smaller surface area would ·be possible for the two-phase 

bottoming cycle because of the higher condensing coefficients of the steam 

(relative to organic vapor). 

START AND DUMP TANK 

PUMP 

Design -welded construction 

Material - ASTM Al05-551 

Pressure (maximum) 

Temperature (maximum) 

Vo I ume 

Pressure rise 

Flowrate 

Efficiency 

2,500 psia 

500°1 

4 ft 3 

2,500 psia 

3 lb/s, water- Dow-Therm A mixture 

. 75 
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CONTROL .VALVES AND START VALVE 

Type - high pressure globe 

Material - ASTM A217 Grade WC6 or ASTM A182 Grade F11 

Pressure 

Temperature (maximum) 

Size 

CHECK VALVE 

Typo - swing or I i fi 

2,500 psia 

660°F 

1 " 

Material - ASTM A335-55T Grade P11 or ASTM 217 Grade WC6 

Pressure 

Temperature (maximum) 

Size 

PIPING, HIGH TEMPERATURE 

2,500 psia 

660°F 

1 " 

Seamless Chrome- Moly Steel, ASTM A369 

l'ressu1 e 

Temperature (maximum) 

Diameter 

PIPING, LOW TEMPERATURE 

;J,I)()() rsia 

660°F 

1 " 1/2" 

Seamless Carbon Steel, ASTM A106 

Pn:>ssure 

Ternf.JtH'aturc (maximum) 

Diameter 

2,'JOO f.!Sia 

250°F 

1 ", 1/2", 11 
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BEARINGS 

SEALS 

Bore - 35 mm 

Grease· Packed 

~-g~ Fafnir Medium 2MM307 WI Single and 2 MM307 DB Double 

Carbon Face Seal, Bel lows Loading 

<Design Equivalent to Chicago Rawhide Manf. Co. No. B33-90 66 Tl) 
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VI 1 .. CYCLE PERFORt-1ANCE WITH CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER 

Since the cost of tube and fin exchanger is as much as 50% of the system 

and resistances I ike fouling and sealing cause reduction in effective heat 

transfer the feasibi I ity of replacing tube and fin was analyzed. Because 

heat transfer occurs from gas to I iquid, the two-phase cycle offers the 

possibi I ity of using a direct contact heat exchanger. A detailed cycle 

analysis using the contact heat exchanger was performed. Calculations were 

done for parametric variation of nozile efficiency, turbine efficiency, 

I iquid temperature, nozzle exit temperature and pressure. The equations 

used are summarized in Appendix E. 

The cycle analysis were done usinq water as the thermodynamic working fluid 

and Therminol 66 as the I iquid component. They were analyzed for the following 

parametric variation: 

Liquid outlet temperature 

Nozzle exit temperature 

Nozzle exit pressure 

90°F - 230°F 

14.7 - 0.7 psia 

The flow conditions were chosen to provide a slight degree of superheat at 

nozzle exit to avoid Wilson I ine if there is any further expansion of the 

vapor alone. 

The effect of the I iquid outlet temperature on the cycle is shown in Figure 

32. As it is seen from the figure that at nozzle exit pressure of 0.7 psia 

and temperature of 230°F a peak cycle efficiency 0.27 was reached a~ 640°F. 

By using a tube and fin exchanger a maximum efficiency of 0.3 was achieved 
0 at peak cycle·temperature of 700 F. But in this case regenerative heating 

was used after tho condenser. The decrease in cycle efficiency ebove 640°~ 

is due to the energy input required to heat the subcooled I iquid to the 

higher nozzle inlet temperatures. 

Reduction of temperature of Therminol from 640°F to 500°F reduced the cytie 

efficiency by 3 percentage points (to 24%> and in the case of tube and fin 
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exchanger ~ perenctage points were noticed for the same temperature drop 

(from 28% to 24%). The significance of this is that the part load effi

ciency can be kept at a high 1evel as diesel exhaust temperature drops. 

The influence of nozzle exit temperature for a constant back pressure 

<0.7 psia) and constant cycle temperature (660°F) by using both direct 

contact and tube-fin exchanger is shown in Figure 33. 

Reduction in temperature from 230°F to 90°F reduces cycle efficiency from 

26% to 23% and 30% to 24% respectively. 

This results from the reduction in mass ratio. Nozzle back pressure has 

perhaps the greatest effect on cycle efficiency. Figure 34 shows the cycle 

efficiency to change from 18% to 29% (using tube-fin exchanger) and 17% to 

26% (direct contact exchanger) as the back pressure is decreased from 14.7 

to 0.7 psia. For a contact I iquid outlet temperature this results. in a 

simultaneous increase in mass ratio, r, and nozzle spouting velocity. The 

mass ratio increases from 4.7 to 6.5 and 5.79 to 7 .. 36 while the spouting 

velocity changes from 1660 ft/s to 1920 ft/s and 1560 to 1879 ft/s respec

tively. 

The above results were generated for constant values of nozzle efficiency, 

turbine efficiency and pump efficiency. As shown in Figures 35 through 37, 

the nozzle and turbine efficiency have a greater influence on cycle effi

ciency. For example, reducing turbine efficiency 0.9 lu 0.7%, +he cycle 

efficiency would be reduced frorn 24% l·o 18%. And decreasing the nozzle 

efficiency from 0.85 to 0.7 drops cycle efficiency from 21% to.17%. 

To summarize, it appears that the possible cost advantages of a direct 

contact heat exchanger could be gained without sacrificing a great deal in 

efficiency (27% compared to 30% of tube-fin exchanger). 
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Vl'l I. CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER ANALYSIS 

The parametric cycle analyses of several cycles which were conducted showed 

a maximum two-phase bottoming cycle efficiency of about 30% for a 719°F 

diesel exhaust temperature and a rejection temperature of 90°F (.7 psia). 

Limitations on working fluid choice and the desire for simplicity and mo

derate rpm led to the specification of an atmospheric exhaust pressure from 

the two-phase nozzle for the reference design cycle. Since the cost of tube 

and fin exchanger is as much as 50% of the system, and resistances I ike 

fouling and sealing cause reduction in effective heat transfer~ the feasibi I ity 

of replacing tube-fin heat exchanger with a contact heat exchanger was evalu

ated. 

Direct contact between fluids makes heat exchanger between them effective; 

the greater intimacy of the direct contact fluids usually permits the attain

ment of greater heat transfer co-efficient than·is possible in tubular ex

changers. In tubular equipment, the tube I imits the intimacy of contact and 

serves as a surface upon which resistances accumulate as fouling and scale. 

One of the principal reasons for employing tubes is to prevent mixing of 

either gas or I iquid which may be of concern if the two phases are not 

mutually soluble. 

TYPES OF CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGERS 

Several types of heat exchangers are avai fable for direct contact heat 

transfer: 

1) :.:>pr-ay tower 

2) Packed or plate column 

) ) Bi:lff I r. f) I iltr. or showr.r ckr.f( r.o I umn 

Spray towers have large contact area and relatively inexpensive operation and 

equipment cost. However, the spray tower operates with a high degree of back 

mixing of the phases, thus I imiting the operation to not more than two con

tacting stages. A further weakness in the fundamental approach to estimating 

spray performance is deviation from counter-current flow. 
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A baffle column or shower deck is often used for contacting ~ases with 

I iquid containing sol ids. Baffle plates have a lower efficiency and are 

not suitable for operating at high heat transfer rates, because the column 

is much larger. 

Packed beds are one of the most efficient systems for direct contact ~eat 

exchanger between two immiscible fluids. They are pr~sently being used in 

variety of transfer systems. The control of thermal emissions and the waste 

heat recovery from this process favor the use of a packed column because of 

lower transfer resistance, cost, and applicability to more contacting stages. 

Based on the information avai I able and on the compatibi I ity of packed columns 

for a higher number of contacting stages, the decision was made to use a 

packed column for our operation. Design of these units depends greatly on 

the heat transfer capacity and pr~ssure drop characteristic of the packing 

material being considered. 

A number of packings were considered for a range of sizes: 

1) lntalox saddles (ceramic) 

2) Berl saddles (ceramic) 

3) Metal pal I rings 

4) Metal ballast rings 

5) Brush esp packing 

Cost comparison and evaluation of.packing characteristics were made for dif

ferent packings. Ceramic pall rings were selected for design analysis. 

WORKING FLU I OS 

BAC:niJSe of th~ ·importance of the working f I u i d in determ i li i ng the size of the 

heat exchanger and the exhaust scrubb.ing requirements, a ~ore extensive survey 

of available working fluids was performed. The fluids considered were: 
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1) Therminol group of heat transfer I iquids: 

Therminol 88, Therminol 66, Therminol 60, Terminal 55, 

Therminol 44 

2) Dowtherm A and Dowtherm G 

3) Mobi ltherm 600 

4) Chevron Teknifax 

5) Arco Rubi lene 

6) Dow Corning group of s i I i cone and f I uor·os I I I conE:! f I u ids 

7) Calgon refrigeration oi I 

8) Dupont's Freon goup 

9) · Ani rna I o i I (fish o i I ) 

A comparison of physical and thermal properties were made. A summary of the 

results is given in Appendix F. 

After careful review of the properties of the fluids, Therminol 66 was selected 

for our system from the viewpoi~t of low vapor pressure, low sensible heat, 

insolubi I ity in water and therma~ stabi I ity. 

SIZING or DIRECT CONTACT EXCHANGER 

·A comprehensive design would incorporated an evaluation of the evaporation 

and condensation effects which occur simultaneously with heat transfer in 

th~ direct contact heat.exchanger. The present design effort doRs~nnt ron

sider evaporati9n or ~ondens~tion in the analysis instead allowing a 10% 

size increase to account for this effect. 

De~igp Eg~ation.- The heat exchanger requirements are indicated on Fig. 

38. On the assumption that the mass eva~orated in neg I igible, a heat balance 

across column element is: 

GCC ) C-dTG) = G' CC ) C-dT ) = UaCT8-T ~) dZ 
p G p G G 

( 13) 
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where 

G =total gas mass flow rate (lb/hr ft2
> 

G' = noncondensible gas mass flow rate (lb/hr ft2 ) 

CC ) = heat capacity of gas phase (BTU/Ib °F) 
p G 

. 0 
T

8 
= gas phase temperature F 

0 TL = I iquid phase temperature F 

U = overal I heat transfer co-efficient (81U/hr tt7 n~) 
a = heat transfer surface per volume of packing (ft2/ft3 ) 

7 = hAIOht nf tnwAr (ft) 

RearrangIng 

G' CC ) 
p G 

d z = ---,:-:-----.::
Ua 

( 14) 

In many calculations, the group G'<Cp) /Ua wi I I remain nearly constant even 
. G 

though individual components of the product may vary. When this occurs, the 

height of a transfer unit CH08 > and the number of transfer units may be de

fined so that height of the required packed section can be determined from: 

( 15) 

Tower cross sectional area must be determined first, using the generalized 

pressure drop correlation ·available from Eckert. The Eckert correlation is 

a recent development generally used for predicting the tower diameter based 

on a definite pressure drop: 

vs. 
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where 

2 
L = I iqui d rate (lb/sec/ft ) 

G gas rate 2 = (lb/sec/ft ) 

Pt = I iquid density (lb/ft3) 

pg = gas density .. (lb/ft3) 

].l = I iqu i d viscosity (cps) 

F = packing factor 

HEAT TRANSFER CO-EFFICIENTS 

The data for the calculation of heat transfer process in direct contact 

exchangers are not sufficiently represented in technical I iterature. It 

is usua I I y eva I uated based on a heat ba I ance and necessary f I ow ,rates. If 

the individual mass transfer co-efficients kg and K1 can be determined for 

the specific column operating conditions, the film heat transfer co-effi

cients hG and hl can be estimated by heat anct mass transfer analogies. Then 

the overal I heat transfer co-efficient can be obtained. 

1 - 1 + _1 
U- hG. hl 

( 17) 

The most successful correlation of individual gas and. I iquid phase co-effi

cients for packed towers is that of Onda where: 

0.7 

5.23 [a;G J 
hl and hG can be found from: 
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( 19) 

(20) 



and 

(21) 

Diffusion co-efficients in the above relations were estimated by using the 

following equation: 

. where 

0 L _ -8 T- 7.4 X 10 
(XM)0.5 

V O.G 
b 

M = molecular weig_ht of components 

X = association parameter 

The gas phase diffusion co-efficient can be found from: 

(22) 

(23) 

PBM is assumed to be 1.0 as evaporation and condensation ar~ neglected. Then: 
G(C . ) 

. P G 

UAVa 
(24) 

The resul~s ot the design calculation for_the contact heat exchanger with 

metal pal I rings and ceramic·saddles are presented in Appendix~-

The tower cross sectional area was determined first ,by using Eckert's corre

laf·iorl. The total avai table pressure drop was 0.3 psia, so that the pressure 

drop through the packed bed must be less than 10 inches of water. Choosing 

a pressure drop of 0.5 inch of H2o per ft (Fig.39J of packed bed with 3 inch 

ceramic saddles and L/G ratio of 0.39, the gas rate G is 1315 lb/hr ft2 . 
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The liquid rate L is 513 lb/hr ft2 which depending upon the type of column 

packing chosen, is close to minimum I iquid rate required for properly wetting 

the packing, corresponding heat transfer co-efficient and overal I co-efficient 

are shown in Appendix G. 

The total height of the. tower required is 16 ft and a diameter of 5.5 ft with 

3 inch ceramic saddles. The requirement of good contact between the I iquid and· 

gas is hard to meet especially in a larger tower. The I iquid once distributed 

over the top of the packing, fdeal ly flows in thin films over the entire 

packing surface alI the way down the tower. Actually, the films tend to get 

1·11 I cker In some pI aces and thinner in 0thers and co I I ects into sma I I r i vu I ets 

and flo~s along localized paths through the packing. Especially at low I iquid 

rates, much of the packing surface may be dry or best be covered by a stagnent 

film of I iquid. This effect is known as channeling and is the main reason for 

poor performance of large towers. Because a comparatively large tower and 

I iquid rate close to minimum resulted from the use of 3 inch ceramic packings, 

there is a possibility of channeling. 

This can be either avoided by adding an intermediate I iquid distributor which 

wi I I resist the flow towards the wal I, or by selecting some other packing size 

or material whose characteristic wi I I make it possible to design a compara

tively smaller tower and high liquid rdte. Design analysts was further per

formed with 2 inch metal pal I rings and 2 inch ceram1c saddles. With 2 inch 

pal I rings the diameter of the tower is 4.65 ft and total height 10 ft. The 

I iquid and gas rates are respectively 641 lb/hr ft2 and 1625 lb.hr ft2 and 

this should enable proper wetting of the column and a better tower performance. 

With 2 inch saddles a··tower height of 9.5 ft und a diameter of 5~5 ft wer·e 

obtained. Thus a rel~tively compact vessel can be used with either 2 inch 

metal or ceramic packinq. Column design for the case where hath hP.nt nnrl 

.mass transfer occur requires a stepwise iterative calculation. 

COMPOSITION OF DIESEL EXHAUST EMISSION 

Most dfesel engines emit visible sm6ke, unburnt hydorcarbon, nitric oxide, 
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sulfur compound, oxygenated hydrocarbon and other particulates: 

1) The unburnt hydrocarbon in the diesel.exhaust consist of either 

original or decomposed fuel molecule or recombined intermediate 

compound. A smal I portion may originate from lubricating oi I. 

2) Carbon monoxide is formed during i ntermed i .ate combustion stages 

of hydrocarbon fuel _and proceeds through oxidation.· If these reac

tions are incomplete due to lack of oxidant or low temperature, 

carbon monoxide is left out. 

3) Soot or black smoke is emitted as a product of incomplete com

bustion at maximum load. lt·consists of irregularly shaped, agglo

merated fine carbon particles. 

4) Nitric oxide is formed during the combustion process. 

Otper particulates emitted from diesel engine include polynucleur, aromatic, 

phenols, aldehydes and odor. However, these emissions are functions of oper

ating variables_nnd engine design and may vary. Emissions from a typical 

diesel engine are given in Table 5. One of the secondary benefits of the 

direct contact he~t exchanger is the scrubbing action of the heat transfer 

fluid on the exhaust. Particulate emissions wi I I be eliminated and particle 

absorption of gaseous compounds accomplished. 
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TABLE 5 

C0~1PARISON BETWEEI\ BRAKE SPECIFIC EMISSION OF DIFFE~ENT TYPES OF DIESEL 

ENGINES, OVER A MODIFIED 13 MODE TEST CYClE 

4 Cycle, Natura I I y asp i r i ted D. I. 

Emissions, g/bhp-hr 

Engine Power,bhp co Nitric Oxide Hyd roca rbcn ·Aldehydes Particulates Odor 
& Code ID {as N02 ) (as CH

2
) (as HCHO) 

A 34.5 10.0 8.7 1 .. 9 0.5 ·0.·6 4.5 

8 53.6 4.2 6.7 3.1 0.4 0,.6 3.6 

c 57.1 5.8 19.8 3.0 (•.4 0.1 4.0 

D 58.1 4.9 16.7 3.1 4.4 

E 68.1 5.6 9.5 2.3 C.3 0.2 4.5 
co 
~ F 73.1 5.7 6.9 0.6 3.0 

4 Cycle Turbocharged, D. I. 

G 77.1 3.9 17.8 3. 1 0.2 0.2 3.8 

H 85.7 4.9 1i.7 2.6 0.2 0.3 3.6 

2 Cycle, D. I. 

46.7 6.1 14.7 0.7 3.3 



MIST SEPARATOR 

In order to avoid any I iquid or iol-id entrainment with the gas stream it was 

decided to use a mist separator at the outlet of gas stream. Several types 

of mechanisms are available to separate the mist from gases. Among them 

wire mesh impingement typ~ separator.consists of 4 to 6 inches deep bed of 

knotted mesh pad with a high free volume of 97% to 99%. Usually it is 

installed hori;wntally between a bottom support and top hold down grid. It 

is almost 100% efficient for particles 8].1 and larger. To improve co.llection 

efficiency on finer particles two mesh p9ds are used in ·series a high density 

mesh in the bottom and a low density· mesh in the top~ Fabric mist eliminators 

are often used for particle sized 3].1 and smaller, they have a very high collec

tion efficiency (99.98%). Bu} they require a larger space and have a high 

pressure drop, which makes them incompatible for the system. 

Moreover, one of the advantages of using a contact heat exchanger (packed bed 

type) is that it wi I I wash away the coarser- particles 10].1 and larger with the 

I iquid stream. Subsequent filtration at ~he heat exchanger outlet or nozzle 

inlet wi I I separate these particles. 

However, gases must be sampled in order to determine the particle sizes and 

evaluate equipment performance. Liquid also-should be tested to determine 

the chemica I stab i I i ty and degr.adat ion if any. 
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IX. ECONOMIC COMPARISON BETWEEN CONTACT AND TUBE-FIN HEAT EXCHANGERS 

DESCRIPTION OF DIRECT CONTACT EXCHANGER 

The direct contact exchanger consists of_a cylindrical shel I fi I led with 

randomly oriented packing material, but in some cases the packin~ may be 

carefully positioned. The design drawings of the heat exchanger are shown 

in Figure 40 and Figur-e 41. A support plate is provided at the bottom of 

the column for supporting the packing material and a I iquid distribution 

device designed to provide effective irrigation of the packing at the top. 

ThP. 11nlt lc; of fL~noP.I'1 ~onc;tr-11rtlnn Mrl with ?th in<;j1et:'tion manhol~? for ~?a.sy 

disassembly and maintenance. The material of construction is '304 stainless 

steel. 

TUBE-FIN EXCHANGER 

The tube and fin exchangers are discussed in detai I in Section VI. Figure 

30 shows an isometric view of the tube-fin exchanger. 

A cost comparison of fin and tube with direct contact heat exchanger was made. 

The cost of the cont~ct hA~t exchanoer consi~tcd of actual fabrication quota

tions based on the design drawings and November 1976 catalog prices for the 

packing material. The cost of the tube-fin heat exchanger was obtained from 

Ref. 7 which .was pub I ished in November 1974. No inflation in price was 

considered nor were economics-of size (the exchanger of Ref. 7 was for a 

1000 kW system whereas contact heat exchanger is designed for a 200kW e e 
sy~tem). 

Table 6 furnishes a breadkdown of the cost estimated for both the contact 

heat exchanger and tube-fin exchanger. The final cost show the contact 

heat exchanger cost to be $52/1-(W versus $97/kW for the tube-fin heat ex

changer. The cost advantage should be much greater if carbon steel was 

used instead of stainless steel for the tube-fin exchanger. 
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TABLE 6 

COMPARISON OF COST OF CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER WITH 

TUBE-FIN HEAT EXCHANGER 

Cost for Direct Heat Exchanger 

A. Tower 5.5 ft diameter and 15 ft cylinder length standard removable 
top and fixed bottom head, with manhole, gas, I iquid inlet and outlet, 
flanges and other fittings (drawing). 

Material of construction - stainless steel 304 
wa I I thickness - !" 

B. 2" ceramic saddles packing 
5.5 dia. and 10 ft packed length, $7.35/cft 

C. Support plate for_packing 

D. Liquid distributor 

E. Mist el i~inator, wire mesh impingement type, 
6" wire mesh including top and bottom 
support grid 

F. Insulation 3" cal.cium si I icate, material cost 

TOTAL COST = A + B + C + D + E + F = 

PoweP genePated 205.9 kW 
Cost $52.30/kW 

Cost for Tube-fin Exchanger 

$7,000.00 for fabrication 
and materials 

$1,745.00 

200.00 

200.00 

900.00 

725.00 

$10,000.00 

A. Fin tube, tube o.d. 3/4 inch with a wal I thickne~s of 0.083 inch 
Material for tubing ASTM-A-179, ~ow carbon steel 

Serrated fins, 6/inch 

Height of fins, 0.375 inch 
Thickness; 0.012 inch 

Material- ASTM-A-366-66T, Mod. C 
0.10 max. carbon steel with fins spot welded to tube 

Total fin tubing length, 10,000 ft@ $3/ft 30,000.00 
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TABLE 6 - CONT'D 

B. Cost for Assembly, Shroud, Insulation, etc. 

I. Tube pitch: Longitudinal 3 inch 
Transverse 2.75 inch 

Material for headers and U-be~ds- ASTM-A-372 grade 1 
steel hel·iarc welded 

$38,500.00 

I I. Shroud: Material -carbon steel 
= 

I nsu I at ion: mineraI ·woo I board 21,5UU.UU 

11·1. Welding and testing of tube bundle: 8,0UU.UU 

TOTAL COST - A + B 
= 30,000.00 + ~8,500.00 + 21,500.00 + 8,000.00 
:: 98,000.00 

Power generated 1~009 kW e Cost $97 .. 25/kW 
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X. TURBINE TEST SYSTE~1 

In order to provide performance testing of two-phase·nozzles and turbines 

(c. f. Section XI) a blowdown test system was designed, using avai !able com

ponents where possible. The objective of this system is to provide short 

duration test runs··for conditions of interest to diesel bottomin~ and other 

waste heat recovery applications. The design conditions for the test loop 

are summarized in Tab I e 7 . A schematic of the test system is shown in 

Figure 42. 

Dowtherm A and Water are heated to the nozzle inlet_temperature in separate 

spherical vessels (1,2·)., The maximum temperature and pressure for the Dow- ~ 

therm A is 700°F and 1200 psia. The water vessel (2) has a maximum pressure 

rating of 3000 psia but.the water would be only heated to 560°F to remain 

I iquid at the 1200 psia pressure of the Dowtherm~ The pressure is maintained 

on the working fluids by a.nitrogen blanket provided by high pressure bottles 

and regulator. The heat to the vessels is supplied by fiberglass insulated 

heating jackets. The Dowtherm and water flow through turbine flow meters and 

throttling valves to the-test nozzle (3) wherein they are mixed. The water 

vaporizes during expansion in the nozzle 'and drives· the I iquid Dowtherm to 

a high exit velocity. The two-phase mixture is impinged on a thrust target 

(4) to measure the performance of the nozzle. 

The Dowtherm fal Is to the bottom of the receiver tank (11) and is pressurized 

by a Kobe positive d i sp I acement p·ump and returned to the Dowtherm vesse I ( 1). 

It may be returned continuously, in which case the temperature of the Dow

therm.wi I I gradually drop, or it may be returned at the end of each test 

run. The steam separated from the Dowtherm is discharged through a vent (10) 

to ~tmosphere or through a water bath to atmosphere. 

Makeup water for the high temperature vessel (2) is,provided by a centrifugal 

pump (12) which draws water from a boiler feed water treating unit. 
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After measurement of the performance of the two-phase nozzle, tests would 

be conducted with a two-phase turbine ,(5,6) installed in the receiver ves

se I . The receiver vesse I incorporates view ports for f I ow vi sua I i zat ion 

of the two-phase turbine during operation. The output shaft drives a 

dynamometer (8) through a rotary seal in the receiver vessel. 

TABLE 7. DESIGN POINT PARAMETERS FOR THE TEST SYSTEM 

Dowtherm Temperature 660°F 

Water Temperature 560°F 

Dowtherm Pressure 1200 psi a 

Water Pressure 1200 psi a 

Dowtherm Flow Rate 1.5 lb/s 

Water Flow Rate 0.3 lb/s 
1 

Turbine Power Output 50 HP 

Maximum Run Duration 10 min 

The engineering layout for the blowdown test system is shown in Figure 43. 

A modular approach was used to maximize existing structure and components. 

The Dowtherm and water vessels are existing components which are mounted 

ih the locations shown on an integral frame. Altho~gh the basic tests 

wi I I be conducted in a blowdown operational mode an existing heat exchanger 

(condenser) and high pressure water pump.are included in the basic equip

ment layout to enable eventual continuous operation. Other major compo

nents which are existing units are the two high pressure Kobe pumps, 

heat exchanger, control valves and alI instrumentation. Table 8 is a 

component and material list for the test system. Existing items are indi

cated by asterisks. 

The turbine test unit for the blowdown system is shown in Figure 44. The 

design output of this unit is 50 HP at 3600 rpm. The single inlet nozzle 
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TABLE 8. COMPONENTS FOR SLOWDOWN TURBINE TEST RIG 

ITEMS REQUIRED DESCR I PT I ON SERIAL VENDOR 

1 1 Therminol Tank* 9457 Southwest Welding Mfg. Co. 
Cap. 14.14 cu ft Mat' I Cres. 
Max. W.P. = 1200 psi 

2 2 Water Tank* 9458 Southwest Welding Mfg. Co. 
Cap. 2.785 cu ft each 9459 Mat' I Cres. 
Max. W.P. = 3000 psi 

3 1 Kobe HP Pump Assy.* C-5331 Kobe Pump Co. 
Size 3 Typ_e F (25 HP Mot.) .. 

4 1 Kobe HP Pump Assy.* 8-3693 Kobe Pump Co. 
( 15 HP Mot.) 

5 4 HP Rel"l. Contr. Valve* ConoFiow Corp. , .. 

ConoFiow RB-52 Blackwood~ New Jersey 08012 

6 3 HP Manually Contr.* Jamesbury Corp .. 
Valve 4500 CWP Worcester, Mass. 

7 1 L.P. Turbo Pump Aurora Pumps and Systems 
Aurora 135-F05 North Aurora, Ill. 60542 
Frame 56, 2HP, 
9.8 Ga. Min.· <Therm i no I ) 

8 1 L.P. Turbo Pump Aurora Pumps and Systems 
Aurora 135-J05 North Aurora, Ill. 60542 
Frame 184T, 7.5HP 
32.8 Ga I. Min. (Water) 

9 As Requ'd. Instrumentation*. -

10 1 Flow Orfice As re__gu i red...z. Mat' I Cres. 

11 1 Flow Orfice As required, Mat'l Cres. 

12 1 Sf1i II Wi9te.r Rep I. Tan I<. Pressure Steal Tank 60 
Cap. 2.3 cu ft Mi lwaukee_L Wise. 

13 1 Condensator* Coi I 73519 The Whitlooks Mfg. 
West Hartford~_ Conn. 

14 1 Kinney Vacuum Pump 2035P Kinney Vacuum Pumps 
Model KC-8C Div. of New York Air Brake Co. 

Boston Mass. 

15 1 Load Ce II* 6178 Sensor Hydrau I i c Diaphragm 
Model E354-3 

16 As Requ'd. N2 Vacuum I i ne Ducommun Metal Co. 
~ in Tubing, Mat' I Cres . 304 
. 088 Wa II Thickness 

17 As Requ'd. Steam return I ine Ducommun Metal Co. 
3/4 in Tubing Mat' I Cres .. 304 
. 113 Wa II Thickness 
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TABLE 8. COMPONENTS FOR BLOWDOWN TURBINE TEST RlG CCONT'D) 

ITEtJIS REQUIRED DESCRIPTION SERIAL VENDOR 

18 As Requ'd. HP Therminol to Rig. Ducommun Metal Co. 
H in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
. 140 Wa II Thickness 

19 As Requ'd. HP Water to Rig. Ducommun Metal Co. 
.L in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 2 

. 109 Wa II Thickness 

20 As Requ'd. Thermi no I return I ine Ducommun Metal Co. 
H in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
. 140 Wa II Thickness 

21 As Requ'd. Therml no I return bypass Ducumrnurn Met·a I Co. 
I ine. 1k in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
. 140 Wa I I Thickness 

22 As Requ'd. Therminol return via HP Ducommun Metal Co. 
pump I ine. H in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
. 140 Wa II Thickness 

23 As Requ'd. Thermi no I return to tank Ducommun Metal Co. 
H in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
. 140 Wa II Thickness 

24 As Requ'd. HP Water return to tank Ducommun Metal Co. 
I in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 2 

.109 Wall Thickness 

25 As Requ' d. HP Water return distribu- Ducommun Metal Co. 
.. 

tor I i ne. ! in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
• 109 Wo II Th i cl{noss 

26 As Requ' d. Water return bypass I ine Ducommun Metal Co. 
t in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
. 109 Wa II Thickness 

27 As Requ'd. Water return from HP pump Ducommun Metal Co. 
I i ne. I in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 ? 

. 109 Wa II Thickness 

28 As Requ'd. Water return via HP Ducommun Metal Co. 
pump I i ne. I in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 2 
• 109 Wa II Thickness 

29 As Requ i d. Water I i ne to sp i I I tank Ducommun Metal Co. 
3/8 in Tubing Mat' I Cres. 304 
.091 Wa II Thickness 

30 As Requ'd. Water I i ne return from Ducommun Metal Co. 
condensator. I In Tubing Ma-t- 1 I Cn~s. 304 2 
. 109 Wa II Thickness 

31 1 E I. switch, vacuum* Furnas Electric Comp. 
PuiTlR_ motor 11CB3E Batavia_.r_ II I . 60510 -

32 J E I . switch, Kobe 2* Furnas Electric Comp. 
- Pump motor 14 GB 32 EC 11 Batavi:a, I II. 60510 
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TABLE 8. COMPONENTS FOR SLOWDOWN TURBINE TEST RIG (CONT'D) 

tTEMS REQUIRED DESCR I·PT l ON SERIAL VENDOR 

33 1 El. swi·tch, L.P.* Furnas E I ect r i. c Comp . 
Aurora water pump Batav j·a, II I • 60510 
14 DF 32 EC 

34 1 El. switch, Kobe 3* Furnas Electric Cornp, 
Pump motor 14 HB 32 ECll Ba tav i a • · t I I , 60510 

35 1 E I. swi·tch, L.P.* Furnas E I ect r i. c Camp • 
Aurora Therm. pump Batavla, II I , 60510 
14 CF 32 EC 
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Fig. 44- Test Rfg Turbine Assembly 
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discharges tangential lito the drum~ forming a high velocity I iquid 

layer. The I iquid flows through the holes in the drum to the opposite 

side of the support membrane. The I iq~id subsequently drives the I iquid 

turbine flowing through an interval diffuser to the shaft. It is subse

quently discharged through the ~ack end of the hoi low shaft. A spl ined 

end is provided to couple to the dynamometer shaft. The I iquid turbine 

inlet is detachable from the tube body so that the shape and approach 

angle can be varied to maximize the.energy conversion. The separator 

drum is soft mounted on "0" rings to accomodate varying degrees of im-

. balance resulting from different drum flow conditions and spatial dis

tribution. The turbine is designed ~or I iquid k1netic energy recovery 

on.ly since this involves the application of the least conventional tech

nology. However, the unit is designed to permit easy modification of 

the vapor passages to incorporate a radial inflow turbine in the future 

to extract the maximum e~ergy from the two-phase flow. The casing is 

also designed to accomodate an impulse turbine or Pelton Wheel type of 

unit should that be desired. 

The test loop end turbine designed wi I I provide an inexpensive and versatile 

means to substantiate two-phase nozz I e and turbine performance for .waste 

heat recovery applications. 
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X I. PROGRAM PLAN 

A program culminating in the demonstration of a two-phase bottoming 

system was developed for the reference design cycle. The main objective 

of the plan is to demonstrate the technology of two-phase turbine bottom

ing systems in sufficient depth to provide a firm basis for commercial 

appl icatiohs. The time required, 3 y~ars, and the estimated cost, 

1.3 mil tion dol Iars, are very reasonable values for demonst~ation of a 

new technology which has the potentially large industrial impact of the 

two-phase turbine. 

The first year's program is summarized in Figure 45. The basic objective 

of th~ first year is 'to d~monstrate performance of the nozzle and turbine 

fo~·the ~ct~al flow c6nditions of the bottom)ng system. A simple blow

down te~t· wi I I be conducted wlth.·steam alone and with a mixture of steam 

and a second fluid. The major portion of the blowdown test faci I ity wi I I 

be avai fable from capital equipment and government furnished equipment. 

The system is sized to provide 50 HP output power for a 10 minute duration. 

The testing of both steam alone and steam and oi I, wi I I provide ~ufficient 

data for either sinqle component or two-component systems. The end of the 

first year provides a convenient, low cost ($L30K), decision point for con

tinuing the effort. The level of performance attainable wi I I have been 

demonstrated for the fluids and temperatures of interest. Performance and 

economic analyses based on the actual test performance wi I I have been com

pleted. 

The second year's program wi I I demonstrate performance of the complete two

phase bottoming system using a hot gns gener~tor to slmulnte the exhnust 

from a diesel engine. The estimated schedule is summarized in Figure 46. 

The power output from the system wi I I be in excess of 200 HP on a continuous 

basis. The bottoming system wi I I be rlesignerl fnr eventual lnng tArm npAr~

tion to verify rei iabi I ity. 
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Task 

I. Fabricate System Components 
Nozzle 
Separator/Turbine 

2. Purchase System Components 
(Pump, Jet Condenser, 
Chi I led Water System, 
ll!strumentation) 

3. I nsta I I Nozz I e Into 8 I ow
down System and Test With 
Steam 

..., 
/. 3 

MONTHS AFTER INCEPTION OF CONTRACT 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 45- Schedule for Demonstration of a Biphase Bottom·ing Cycle- Year 
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0 
N 

I • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

MONTHS AFT::R INCEPTION O.F CONTRACT 

Task - I 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 

I I J 
Design Test System 
Fabricate System Components 

Nozzle 
Separator/Turbine 
Hot Gas Generator 
Start-up System 
Control System ' 
lnstrumentati:on System 

Purchase System Corrponerr-:-s 
: .. 

I nsta II Nozzle & Test WiTh Steam 

I nsta II Separator/Turbine and 
Test With· -Steam 

I nsta I I Systerr Components for Two 
Fluid Tests I 

I 

System Performance Test~ With Two 
F I u i ojs 

' 
Performance Ar:Jiysis .. 

Repo;-ts It I . . . 

Fig. 46 - Schedule for Demonstration of a Bipha~e Bottoming Cycle - Year 2 

9 io I I 12 

' 
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The third year's program, shown in Figure 47, wi I I consist of endurance 

testing of the hot gas laboratory system and field testing of the final 

two-phase bottoming system. Thus·, rei iabi I ity of the rotating Uidt and 

performance of the complete system wi I I both be demonstrated. The power 

level of the final field test unit wi I I depend upon the available diesel 

engine for the demonstration. The program plan assumes avai labi I ity of a 

large industrial diesel or spark ignition engine in the Southern California 

area. Likely candidates_that have such engines are the Southern California 

Gas·Company, Lomita Gas Company, the seven major refineries, Southern 

California Edison and the Los Angeles Department.of Water and Power. 

A cost breakdown for the 1.3 mi I I ion dollar demonstration program is shown 

in Tables 9, ·10and II. The costs are base'd on-··1976 dol.lars with an expected 

annual salary increase of 10% and an overhead increase of five percentage 

points per year. 
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0 
.j:::. 

1 

Task 

I. Design Field Test System 

2. Fabricate System Comporents and 
Assemble in Field Test Configuration 

Nozz I e 
Separator/Tu~bine 
Start up Liquid & Vapo- Systems 
Control & lrstrumentat[on 

r...Jodu I e 
Heat Exchan~er 

3. Purchase System Components 

4. I nsta I : Heat Exchanger at IEng i ne 
Test Site 

5. Conduct Endurance Test ::>n -PT-1 

6. Test TPT-2 Nozzle, Separat::>r/ 
Turbine on Steam in Lc:b 

7. Complete Assembly of TF'T -2 

8. Test TPT-2 in FiE11d-Test C-:•nf i gu-
ratior in Lab 

9. I nsta II in Engine Field Te::t Site 

10. Perforrrance Test LPT-2 With Diesel 
Engine System 

II. Performance Analysis 

12. Reports 

MONTHS AFTER INCEPTION OF CONTRACT 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 47- S:::hedule for Demonstration of a Biphase 88ttoming Cycle- Year 3 
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TABLE 9 

COST SUMMARY OF FIRST YEAR'S PROGRAM 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENTS 

I. DIRECT MATERIAl (/trnlllt 011 Exhibit A) EST COST (S) 
TOTAL 

EST COST' 
REFER· 
ENCE' 

----~-----~---------·--h---~-c~~--------
· "· PURCHA~ED PARTS ··-

1>. suBcoNTRACTED ITEMS --Nozz I e, turbine/separator 36,000 
--- ---------------------+------~---r--------~---------

<. OTHER-( I) RAW MATERIAl 

------------------
(1) YOUR STANDARD COMMERCIAl ITEMS ·-·-·---- -----+-, .... -: :)-,-::.:·\-"-;·:::.;_·· ---:-!----
( j) INTERDIVISIONAl TRANSfERS (At othu th.-11 tosl) 

TOTAL DIRECT .\IATERIAL 

2. MATERIAL OVERHEAD' ( R"" ".4XS 

EST 
COST (S) 

~~~~~~~~--~~----------------------~--~~--,_----~-~~-Principal Scientist 900 17.17 15,453 

RATE/ 
HOUR 

ESTIMATED 
HOURS J. DIRECT lABOR (Spui!JJ 

1ecnn1ca1 ~pec1al 1st 1800 I I .67 21,006 
Technician 1800 8.40 15,120 
Design/Draftsman 300 7.88 2,364 

~--~·e_c_r_e_ta __ r_ia ___ l _____________________________ +-__ 9_0_0 ___ ~---7.35 6,615 

TOTAL DIRECT LABOR 

36,000 

60~5581 
O.H. RATE .... lABOR OVERHEAD ( Spui!J Drp.-rtmml or Cost Cwtrr ) 0 X BASE= 

l~----------~~--~----------~~-----------,_--~----~---
EST COST (S) I· ··:.:.·::.:·:·· I 

I 
·I .75 4~,419 

5. SPECIAl TESTING (l11tlutling firiJ u•ork Dl Go'."'"""'' imt .. dl.-tiolls) EST COST (S) I 
~------------~~------------------~---------------------------------~------~,--------

r------~--------------------------------------·,--------------------+- -,---------f-·---------- ·- ·-·----
TOTAL SPECIAL TE:.STI.'JG ! 40,600 j 

6. SPECIAl EQUIPMENT (If dirut <h<~rgr) (ltrmizr 011 E,·hibit A) . I I . 
7

. :RA;:~:::od:;:::~~arg~ J t Gii·r drt .. il• on """'hrd S<IJ_,d_,_'l_r J _____ ·-----~-----------------------------._--_·-----j~-E~~{2: Tdob-f---.-· ---~-~==--
___ b_._PE_R_D_I_EM __ O_R_~_u_BS_IS_T_EN_C __ E ________________________________ ~----"/-.-O--T-A __ L_T~'EL--===1=- ~2'·,~Q~Q~Q~:-----------

~8._C_O_N __ W_l_TA_N_T_S~(-U_,_~~~q~1--~p-•~~-o_u_-_,_~_,_J ___________________________ ~C~IS) ~-------

J-----------~--------t-· ·I ~---~-=--== ,--------,-----.--·---
TOTAL (OSSUI.T.iSTS 

' I I.) ,lJOU ! 
10. -------rvi.1L-vl~i~cT"C:-;:;_;::r·~-~~>-u~~-;!Wo ____ l T91~·s:i7_i ___________ . 
~----~---------------------..-------------~------

11. GENERAl AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPtNSE (R.-tr I I "1. of•••' rlrmwl SoJ. )' I 21 
1
733! 

I 2. ROYAl T_IE._S·-·----------------------=~=-~-== ==·--~:~-· :~-=-~---=--=~~·-~~~=--==-=····~ :--: .... --=-~=J ~-=-=~--~==~ 

9. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ( ltnniu 001 E •·hibit A) _____________ : _______________ __ 

1 :: 1 ,, • :;o 1 ! 
I . , 

"loT.1L un,r.~1UJ <.usr 13. 

14 fEtOR PROfiT _____ :!.'f-;;,~·~-.-----------.--.-_-_-_ --------·==---.----.-... ----·· -.. -... -. --------.----.--.. --.. -.-.. ----·-------------- ------,-s·;:.;~--~ _-; -.--.-. ------
15 -7.~-i_!._~'-r::._, ='::.· _____ _ 
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TABLE 9 - CONT'D 

EXHIBIT A-SUPPORT!~~ SCHEDULE ( Spee~fy. If more spaet IS nuded. uu rel'trst) 
COST El NO. ITEM DESCRIPTION ( Su footnolt j) EST COST (J J 

6 Oi I Accumulator Tank " ()()() 
6 Start/Dump Tank 'i;OOO 
6 C:h i I I 8rl Water. System 7 .000 
b Workinq Fluid ') ()()() 
b C:onrlp,nsate Pump 2 50_Q_ 
6 Throttle Valves (3) i ,800 
6 Control Valves (6) sol op .. 2,400 
b I nstr·umentot ion: ... 

t-'ressure Gauges (I 0) ')00 
r-1owmeTers l4J 2,000 
lemp Keadouts & TC. s ( 3) I ,800 
Recorders (2) , Counter ( I ) ·'· Diqital Display ( I ) • 7.000 
Load Ce I I 5 en I. 400 
Tachometers (2) I ,200 

6 Dynamometer (50 HP) I ~00 
6 Safety Equipment I 500 

9 Test Looo Suooor·t Svst·em 
Pioino Fabrication 3 000 
Water System Fabrication J.OOO 
Steam SystEm1 Fol,rkat ion 4 000 
Insulation Fabrication ,.., 

000 L 

Control Panel Fabrication 3 000 

L HAS ANY EXECUTIVE AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PfRFORMfD ANY REVIEW OF YOUR ACCOUNTS OR RECORDS IN CONNECTION WIIH ANY OTHH 
GOVERNMENT PRIME CONTRACT OR SUBCONTRACT WITHIN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS? 

0 .fu 0 110 (If I"· iJ.,ti•{, brlau•.) 

NAME ANO ADORES$ OF REVIEWING OfFICf AND INDIVIDUAL J THEPHONE NUM8£R/UTENSION 

U. WILL YOU REQUIRE TH! USE Of ANY GOVERNMENT PROPERTY IN THE PERFORMANCE Of THIS PRoPOSED CONTRACT? 

[]m 0 NO (If 1"· itllfftif! Olf rr,..rlt or up"r•ilr P"il') 

Ul. DO YOU REQUIRE COVfRNMfNT CONTRACT FINANCING TO PERfOiM THIS PROPOSED CONTRACT? 

Om ONo (If J"· idrlfti{J.): 0 ADVANCE PAYMENTS 0 PROCRESS ,AYMENTS OR 0 GUARANTEED LOANS 

IV. DO YOU NOW HOLD. ANY CONTRACT (Or. do JOII b.,,., "'"1 inJrpt11dttttl1 fuw~tUd (/R&D) prajrW) fOR THE SAME OR·SIMILAR WOU: CAiLEO fOR BY THIS 
PlO,OSED CONTRACT? 

0 YES 0 NO (/{ 1"· idtlltifJ.): 

V. DOES 1HIS COS! SUMMARY CONfORM WIIH THE COST PRINCIPLES sn fORTH IN AGENCY REGUlATIONS? 

0 YES ONo (If no. 1\plo~i• o. ,,.,,.,, or "Jl"r"'t' P"l') 
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TABLE 10 

COST SUMMARY OF SECOND YEAR'S PROGRAM 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENTS 

, TOTAL J REFER· 
{S) ES~-~~ Et~CE' 

I--.-,.-P-UR-CH-AS-ED_P_A-RT-S ----------------------j------1--- j 

1. DIRECT MATERIAl ( lttmiu 011 Exhibit A) EST COST 

b. suecoNT-RA_c_TE_D_I_TE._M_s_'N-.o-z-z'l_e_s_T2T, S epa r a to.r7T,.,._u-r7b-:ic-n-e--·----·-----t--,.,5,..8c=-.~·'o:-co=-o-=- ·---~ ---------1 

~-----·-----------------------~-~------------------------~-·--~----+-------~--------
(. OTHER-( I) RAW MATERIAL j 

~--------~(J~)~Y_O_UR_S_T_A_N_DA_R_D_C_O_MM __ E_RC_I_A_l_IT __ EMS _______________________________________ ;-----------~--·~'.:~':::~'', ~·~~~-------------~ 
( J) INTERDIVISIONAl TRANSfERS (At othtr th<~u tot I} 

TOTAL DIRECT .\IA·T.ERIAL .... 
2. MAHRIAl OVERHEAD' ( R11tt "4XS h<lll=} 

r---------------------------------------
ESTIMA TEO RATE/ 

HOURS HOUR J. DIRECl lABOR (Spuifl) 

1800 18.80 
2550 12.78 
2100 9.20 

·: ... _ ..... ·· 

EST ' 
CbST {S) 

33 840 
32 589 

1200 8.63 Design/Draftsman 10,356· 
900 8.05 

T01"AL DIRECT LABOR 

58,00C 

--

•· lABOR OVERHEAD (Spuifl Dtp<~rtmmt or Cotl Ctuttr)' O.H. RATE X BASE= EST COST (S} ·._..,._..·.:;,':'/·.·· 'I 
~----------~~~~------------~----------~---o~--~--------~----~~+---~---+----------.ou 82 fiRO ·.:.>,:'·. · ··.j 

.. : ,./'·.;,,,:,,.,. 
l-------------------------------------------·-----t----------+----------f-----------1----------~---.. ---------l 

j 
TOTAL LABOR OI'ERIIEAD 82,6801 

5. SPECIAl TESTING {luduJing fitiJ u•orll at Go,.uuwmt iuttoJII<~tiotll) EST COS! (S) 
--------------------------~----------;---------~---·-----

.. :.:,.::' .. ,,.·· ·1 
. ·. I ··---

1-------·------------------------·-------------t---,---_j __ ._. ~--'--·J_. __ ... - ·---
TOTAL SPECIAL TEST/:% •. I I 

~-------------------------------------------------~~------~~~AA·~---------1 
t>. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (If Jirrtt rhargt} (ltrwiu ou f,·hibit A) ---------- -------·-----,----------TL 96, 400

1

1 ___ ·------

7. !RAVH (If Jirttt rhorgt) (Gi,.t Jrt<~iiJ on <~ll<~thrJ SchrJult) EST COST (S) 
------------------------------------,--.-r~'"-+-------~----------

4) noo 1 1 
--------~=-=--=----------------------------------------------------~----------+---- . --·--

1---b. __ PE_R_D_IE_M_o __ R __ su_e_SI_Sl_E_N_CE·-------------------------·---------------,--h--------~'-----T! ----------
'1 OTAL TR.-ii'EL I 4, OOOI 

a. TRANSPORTATION 

8. CONSUlTANTS (IJwt•fl-purpolt-ralt} EST COST IS) j ! 
~~...:...--'--------------t-------t------7-1 -----;-,- -------

·----------~----+-1-+-1--~~------= 
9. OTHER DIRfCT COSTS (/trmizt 011 f,·hibit A) 

10. 

1 J. ·1 0 f. H. I:H /\1.1 '1/JJ (USI 
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TABLE 10 - CONT'D 

EXHIEHT A-SUPPORTING SCHEDULE (Specify. If more space is nuded. us·e rel'trst) 

COST Et NO .. ITEM OESCRIPl'ION ( Su footnou ') EST COST ·rs J 

(; Procurements-
Workino Fluids .5 000 
Gas-tired BiJ r ner 1:3 000 
Heat Exchar•qer 8 000 
Start/Dump Tank :3 000 
Re~er1en;,tor ."> • ()()() 
Condenser 6,000 
Pump 2.000 
Thrctt I e Valves (_'))_ 4.000 

-··"~·-· Centro I Va I ves U 0 )_ 5 '· 000 
I. r1strumentat jon: 

Gauges Cl.5). I ,000 
F I owmeters · C6l 3,000 
Temperoture ReFJdouts C6l .3. fiOO 
1-<ecorders \.L).!· Counters (2).} Dig i.gd l [lisp I ay (2). 10,000 
Load Cells C4)_ - 2,800 

Dynamometer· C600 HP>. 12,000 
[1ata Handling Hardware 5,000 
Computer Process i.ng 8.000 

q TPc.t I nr.n c; lf\nt"l.r~ c:. •c+orr.c 1='-,hr. .+ . .. 
Hot r:;E!c. GAn·P.ri'ltnr 14 noo 

' Star1· r1 rod DUrrij..l Sy ~ J l:o'IIJ 6' 000 
··-·· Llqul'd Feed System 4 000 

Vapor Feed/Condensation System 7 000 
Control Panel i5 000 

L HAS ,I,NY EXECUTIVE AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PERFORMED ,I,NY REVIEW OF YOUR ACCOUNTS OR RECORDS IN CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER 
GOVERNMENT PRIME CONTUCT OR SUBCONTRACT WITHIN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS? 

Um QHo (1/ Jtl. ,'J,,.tt'/1 lulou·. J 

NAME AN;) ADORE!.$ Of IE VIEWING OFFICE AND INDIVIDUAL 1 TELEPHONE NUMBER/EXTENSION 

11. WILL YOU REQUIRE THE USE OF ,I,NY GOVERNMENT P~OPERTY IN THE PERfORMANCE Of THIS PROPOSED CONTRACT? 

Om D NO (If 1"· ulurtifl 011 rtt rrJt or JtP"'"'' P"~' J 

Ul. DO YOO REQUIRE COiiE~NMENT CONIRACl ~INANLINC.. IU YtMrUiiM 1"1) ~icui'uStCI CONTRACT? 

0 _YES • 0 NO (If-'"· ith~tlifJ.J: D 4DVANCE PAYMENTS D PROGRESS PAYMENTS 0~. 0 GUARANTEED lO .. NS 

TV. 00 YOU NOW HOLO ANT CONTRACT (Or, tlo 1011 bllt'< ""! ;,J,p,,.J,,t/1 fit~~~~tntl (IR&D) projt<fl} fOR THE SAME OR SIMIL,I,R WOR~ CAilEO fOR H THIS 
PlOPOSED CONTRACT? 

0 YES D NO (If, ... itl,lttilj. }: 
---

V. DOES THIS COST SUMMARY CONFORM WITH THE COST PRINCIPLES SET fORTH IN AGENC_Y REGULATIONS? 

Om ONo (1/ lfO. t\pi~Ji• o• '"''"or Jtp.Jr61lt:;pJgt) 
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TABLE 11 

COST SUMMARY OF THIRD YEAR'S PROGRAM 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENTS 

I. DIRECT MATERIAl (/t,uiu tm E.,·hibit A) EST COST (J) 
TOTAl P.E-FER· 

EST COST' ENCE' 

"· PURCHASED PARTS >· ) '.\ 
6. SUBCONTRACTED ITEMS f\lozz I es\L) Separator7Turbine 58,000 · .. ·:: ·. ::'·/)·.-:':~:.::t:., =·(·: 

-· 
c. OTHER-( I) RAW MATERIAl ..... :.:· :) ::.· ) 

(1) YOUR STANDARD COMMERCIAL ITEMS /···· •rr (.>' 
( J) INTERDIVISIONAL TRANSfERS (AI othu th.-u toll} ··.··}:.• .. • 

TOTAL DIRECT .WATERI.AL •.···· . . ). > ) j8,UOL 
2. MATERIAL OVERHEAD' (R10U "4XJ 6.-sr:) 

3. DIRECT LABOR (Spui!J) 
ESTIMATED RATE/ E~T . ·····<: ·? 

HOURS HOUR COST {J) 
.. { ;/' 

t-'r1nc1pal tng1neer 1800 ,20. 44 36,972 ··/•::=··. }'/':\:;:. < :·;: .. ::.·~· 
Technical Special ist 2550 13.89 35,420 :···:,:;.·:\:::-::;:•,\.i=-::;.·•<:':·· 
TeChnician 4200 10.00 42,000 ~-:·~-·:;t\;:::=::::: ..•••• 
Design/Draftsman 2250 9.38 21, I 05 .· .• ··.-\~/{(t):i'.'::::::/• 
::,ecreiarial 1800 8.75 15,750 .. :••:.ce::.: 

' .. : ( . /:,: ······•·•· 
TO"f"AL DIRECT LABOR ;····· •{\ .;:•. ;:• ···:.=:•:·:·:;-_·· ..... :··.:·:•::;=\:.:."·•······ 1sr,247 

4. lABOR OVERHEAD ( Spuifl Dcp.-rtmml or Coli Cwtu )' O.H. RATE X BASE= EST COST (J) .. : .. :•:••.;::';.;,/)•::;.:-.:-'•·.=-.. _ ..... ~ 

85% 128,560 ::··:::::.,:•,\:)/ii=····-'::,:; 

.•. : '.:;•{=:·~·•/(:"•::·::•· ...... , 
... :.=•:.;(.•·:~::._..;.,: .. 

TOTAL LABOR OI'ERIIEAD ; : .. :::::)• ··=):·: •(/~}\ : ;.:(/:~ ,:;:: .... :,:::•::•: 128 560 .·····:·:·· 
.S. SPECIAL TESTING (luduJing fi~IJ u.•orli. 4/ Gor1ruuuu1 IIIJIJIJJiiouJ) EST COST (J) 

--:.: : .. /.:t . .-··:;·:·· ......... 

-
TOrAL SPECIAL Tt.ST/.'\IG I 

6. SPECIAl EQUIPMENT (If Jirrcl cb,.rgt) (/trmiu on Exhibit A) I ';} L., ~~---------· 
I 7. TRAVEl (If Jirtcl ch,.rgt) (G;,., dtt,.ils &n """'htd Sthtdult) EST COST (S) . · .... l . · .. ·· 

!-----·· ·----· ·-
tj,OOO "· TRAN~PORIATION l -------··-

J 6. PER DIEM OR SUBSI5TENCE 
·----

"f"OT.~L rRAI'EL 8,0001 
B. CON5Ull ANTS (IJmtifJ-P"rpoSt- r<~lt) EST COST ( S) i - --

.· .. ::::.::·:·· . 
._ -

--
! ·------

TOTAL (.0.'\'Sl!LT.~.\."TS I 
9. OTHER DIRECT C05TS (lttmiu ou E,·hibit A) -+ 7 4 , o~if--
10. T0"/.1L L>JH[CT COST- A.'-",0 Ul-'t:..imE'AD___ 5/2,-607 ----=--
11·. GENERAl AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE (Ro~tt II "1. of cOJI ,/tuUUI .'JoJ. J' I 56 3871 .. -·--· ·----·-- ··----=.r: __ ~-~~j==-= 12. ROY A! TIES • ·------
13. ·luT.1L.UTIIr.~nocusr I 568,994 

7% --
•• HE OR PWOfiT -~ <o.Ff.c URf.~UtlT-----+-O·~~_, ~~ ---- --·---·----·-·-·· -------- -··- ------------------- . .,.,.. ... .. 
1). "111"1".1/. 1 .. \"f"/11.111/1 Cll.l"f 
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TABLE II - CONT 1D 

EXHIBIT A-SUPPORTING SCHEDULE (Specify. If more space is needed, use rez·erse) 

COST H NO. ITEM DESCRIPliON ( Stt footnott 5.) EST COST fS J 

6 Procurements:· 
Working Fluids 5,000 
Heat Exchanger 8,000 
StFtrt/IJumr Tank 3,000 ·-·-- ·- ~--Regenerator 5,000 
t •• nnr1AnsP.r 6,000 
Gonaensare t-'ump 2,000 
Aliernai.or; '::>WiiCh Gear, Controls 20,000 
I nrO'TT I e Va I ves r4-~-- ... . .. 

3,200 
Control Valve~ ( fl) 4,000 -l nst rumen J·at ion: 

Pressure ~ransducers (10) 5,000 
F I owmeters · ( 61 3 000 
Temperature Readouts (6} 3,600 
Recorders ( I ) ' Counters C. I ) ' Digital Readout ( I ) 5.000 

Data Hand I ing Hardware 20 000 
9 Field Test System 

Startup & Dump System 6 000 
Liquid Feed System 4 000 
Vapor Feed System 7,000 
Conir()l & Instrumentation Modi:Jie 25,000 

'=' Heai l::.xchanger I nsta I I at ion 10,000 
';}' 1nrertace Equipment I nsta I I at ion 6,000 -·· 
'=' II-' I 1nsiallat1on .. 

4,000 
'=' Control & Instrumentation Module Installation 12.000 

l HAS ANY EXECUTIVE AGENCY Of THE UNITED STAlES GOVERNMENT PUfORMED ANY REVIEW OF YOUR ACCOUNT$ OR RECORDS IN CONNECTION WITH AN1 OTHER 
GOVERNMENT PRIME CONTRACT OR SUBCONTRACT WITHIN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS? 

Om ONo (If 1"· itltllttf1 lulou•.) 

NAME AN~ AOORESS OF I!EVItWING QIFICE AND INDIVIDUAL I TELEPHONE NUMOER/UTENSION 

II. WILL ·you REQUIRE THE USE Of ANY GOVERNMENT P~OPERTY IN THE PERFORMANCE Of THIS PROPOSED CONTRACT? 

Om 0 NQ (I( ,.,, itlt11ti{1 011 ,., . .,, or Jlf>""''' f'"ll'} 
-··~ '". ~-

Ul. 00 YOU REQUIRE GOVERNMENT CONTRACT fiNANCING TO PERfOilM THIS PROPOSED. CONTRACT? 

0 YES 0 NO (I{!"· itltl<lll/1-): D ADVANCE PAYMENTS 0 P~OGRESS PAYMENtS OR 0 C,UARANTHD lOANS 

IV. 00 YOU NOW HOLD. ANY CONtRACT (Or, tlo 1011 h11n "'"} intl•p111tltniiJ {r114fftttl (I R&D) />r'OJtW) fOR THE SAME OR SIMILAR W0R( CAi.LEO IQR ar THIS 
PIOPOSED CONTRACT? 

Om 0 NO (I( J<l, itlwtif1.): 

Y. OOfS THIS COST SUMMARY CONfOR"" WITH THE COST PRINCIPLES SET fORTH IN AGENCY REGULATIONS? 

Om 0 NO (If ItO. 1\p/~;, o• ,, trtl or Jtp~r/81' p.Jgt) 
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XI I. CONCLUSIONS 

Cycle calculations for the two-phase turbine bottoming showed the effi

ciency to be superior to, or competitive with~ organic vapor turbine sys

tem, depending on the assumptions of the analysis. The two-phase turbine 

appears to be much simpler than an organic or steam vapor turbin~ because 

of the following reasons: 

1) One stage versus four stages 

2) Lower rpm than a vapor turbine 

3) Simple constru.ct ion with very few close tolerances 

Other advantages for the designed two-phase system relative to an organic 

Rankine eye I.e· are: 

1) No regenerator 

2) No toxic fluids (the working fluids of candidate organic 

systems are Toluene and FS-85, both of which are toxic) 

3) Smaller, simpler condenser (steam condensing instead of 

organic vapor) 

4) Substantial cost savings because of the addition of a contact 

heat exchanger - $35-52/kWe compared to $98/kWe for a tube

fin exchang~r 

5) Sealing and fouling tendencies should be eliminated due to 

the addition of a contact exchanger resulting in low main

tainance and operational costs 

The main disadvantages appear to be: 

1) Liquid contamination or degradation may be a problem in a 

direct contact exchanger 
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2) The required pump is larger than for an organic vapor system 

3) The state of development is low relative to organic or steam 

Rankine cycles 

Because of the advantages cited it appears that two-phase bottoming sys

tems have the potential of early commercialization as wei I as greater long 

term fuel savings. 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPANDER RELATIONS 

Nomenclatur-e 

A nozzle exit area 
2 

k ratio of nozzle ring area to wheel area 
a . 

m gas flow rate 
g 

ml I iquid flow rate 

total flo~ rate 

p nozzle inlet pressure 
1 

p
2 

nozzle exit pressure 

p
8 

diffuser e~it pressure 

Pd net output power 

P I iquid pump input power 
p 

Pt turbine power 

Rm mixture ratio ~L/~g 

R turbine radius w 

Vg velocity that would be attained by the gas alone _flowing from p1 to p2 

VL velocity that would be attained by the I iquid alone flowing from p1 to p
2 

V separator drum velocity s 

V turbine wheel velocity w 

V turbine velocity at peak turbine efficiency 
wo 

V. nozzle exit velocity 
2 

nd diffuser efficiency 

nexp expander efficiency 

nn nozzle efficiency 

np I lquid pump efficiency 
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ns separator efficiency 

nt turbine efficiency 

pg 1 
gas density at nozzle inlet 

p92 gas density at nozzle exit 

PL I i quid density 

8 nozzle angle relative to plane of rotation 
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Two-Phase Nozzle 

As shown previously, the kinetic energj attained in isentropic 

two-phase nozzle flow at mixture ratios high enough to give neg I igible 

temperature drop, is the sum of the kinetic energies that would be 

attained by the gas and I iquid phases alone. The I iquid energy would be: 

= 

and the gas energy would be: 

~ v 2 /2 
g g 

= ~ p log(p /p )/p 
g 1 1 2 g1 

The two-phase je~ energy is the sum of thes~ two energies times 

the nozzle efficiency n , which is determined from existing algorithms 
n 

of Biphase Engines, Inc. 

= n (~ V 2 + ~LVL2)/2 
n g g 

The ratio of two-phase jet velocity V
2 

to liquid-alone velocity VL 

is given by: 

<V/VL)2 = <nn~L/~t>[<vlVL)2/Rm+ 1] 

where R is the mass ratio of I iquid to gas 
m 

Turbine Expander 

Wheel Velocity. 

An impulse turbine has peak efficiency when the blade speed is 

V = V /2. From Eq. (4), neglecting the smal I difference between mt 
w 2 

and ~L at high ·mixture ratios, the wheel speed is given by: 
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Thus, the mixture ratio R required for a specified ratio of m 

wheel velocity Vw to I iquid velocity VL is given by: 

(V IVL> 2 1R = (41n )(V IVL) 2 
-

g m n w . 

Efficiency 

The turbine output power is: 
• ? 

P = n m v ~12 
t t t 2 

where nt is ca I cuI a ted from existing a Igor i tl-uus of B i phase 

Engines, Inc. 

Tl11::::l 1 i 4u 1 u fJUrrtfJ 1 nput power 's: 

P ~ ~ (p - p >In p = ~LVL 2 12np p L 1 2 p L 

The net output, or drive, power is: 

p = p - p 
d t p 

net power is: 

1]- <11nP>}I2 

ThA nva i I ab I e input powor to the expandel- is I lie gas energy 

~ V 2 /2 from Eq. (2). The expander efficiency is: 
g g 

Substituting P
0 

from Eq. (10) and replacing the expression 

Rm<V/VL) 2 by the expression in terms of VwiVL from Eq. (6), the 

turbopump expander efficiency ns A functir;)n of the ratio of wheel 

velocity V to I iquid-alone velocity is: 
w 

4nt<V IVL) 2 
- 1ln w p 

..,...4..,_( V:_.__,I.:.:..V L )':!'In - 1 
w n 
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This expression gives the efficiency only at a turbine speed v w 

equal to half the jet speed v . As V and v are reduced, a point is 
2 w 2 

reached where further reduction in v -can more efficiently be accom-w 

pi ished by reducing V and leaving V fixed~ the added turbine :oss 
w 2 

is less than the increased I iquid pumping loss. As V is reduced 
w 

below V 12, the torque increases approximately by the factor 
2 . 

(2- V IV ) where V = V 12. Therefore, the efficiency decreases 
w wo wo 2 

by the factor: 

= {n I exp V 
w 

= v 
} 

w 
0 

(2- V IV )(V IV 
w wo w wo 

The attainable expander efficiency is the larger of the two values 

given by Eqs. (12) and (13). 

Rotopitot Expander 

Wheel Velocity_ 

The separator efficiency n is defined as the ~atio of the I iquid s 

( 13) 

energy in the separator to the two-phase jet energy and can be calculated 

from previously determined two-phase flow relaiions .. ThtJs, the separator 

velocity V is given by: 
s 

·Substituting V from Eq. (4), the ratio of separator velocity V to 
2 s 

I iquid-alone velocity VL is giv~n by: 

<V IV >2 = n n <V IVL> 21R + 1 
s L n s g m. 

The pressure at the exit of the diffuser is: 

P = P.+ qc..lpl(V- V )2 1/. 
' 8 2 s w 
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The pressure at the I iquid putlet, which must be equal top., 
1 

is p
8 

minus the centrifugal pressure. 

~ = p - pLV 2/2 
r a w 

Combining Eqs. (16) and (17) and replacing Cp
1

- p2 )/pl by 

VL 2/2; the ratio of wheel velocity to separator drum velocity is 

given by: 

( V L/V ) 2 = nd ( 1- 2V /V ) - ( 1 ~ nd) ( V /V ) 2 
s w s w s . 

which can be solved for V using the quadratic formula. 
w 

E:ff i c i Emcy 

The I iquid flow ml of velocity V is brouyht to rest in passing s . 

radially inward through the turbine. Therefore, the torque on the 
. 

turbine is mLV R , and the power outp~t, equal to tor·que times angular s w 

velocity, is: 
. 

p d = ml V s Vw 

The expander efficiency is: 

n = Pd/~ V 2 /L exp g g 

= 2R V V /V 2 
m s w g 

= 2R CV /Vl) 2 CV /V )(VL/V ) 2 
m s w s 0 

SubStituting the expression fof R CVL/V ) 2 in terms of CV /VL) 2 
m g s 

from Eq. (15) and the expression for CV /VL) 2 in terms of V /V from s w s 

Eq. t18), the rotdpitot expander efficiency is: 

[ c 1/n n ) - nd];cv /V )2 + n s w s 

- 1 
(1-nd)(V /V )/2} w s 

The dependence of n on V /VL can be found by choosiny a value exp w 

of V /V (between 0 and 1/2), finding the efficiency from Eq.(21), the 
.w s 
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ratio VL/Vs from Eq. (18), and then determining Vw/VL from: 

V /V 
= _.:.:.W..,.,..,..S~ 

VL/Vs 

Flow Rate and Power Limitations 

If the nozzle ring is confined to a fraction k of the turbine a 

wheel area and the nozzles ~re ti I ted at an angle 8 relative to the 

plane of rotation, then the allowable nozzle exit area is: 

A = ·1rR 2k s i n8 · 
·2 w a 

The fraction of the ndzzle exit area ~sed by the I iquid can be 

neglected, at least for the low pressure stages where flow area I imi-

tations are a problem. Hence, the gas flow rate is: 

(22) 

( 23) 

m = p V A ( 24) 
g g2 2 2 

The output power is: 

P = n ~ v 2 /2 d exp g g 
( 25) 

Substituting Vg from Eq, (2), mg from,Eq. (24), and A2 from Eq. (23), 

the are~- I imited output power is: 

Pd = n k sin8rrR 2V p log(p /p > exp a w 2 2 1 2- · 
(26) 
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APPENDIX B 

ANALYSIS OF TWO-PHASE CYCLES 

Two-Phase Bottoming Cycles 

The single component-single stage system is shown in Figure 4. 

The waste heat from a diesel engine (or gas turbine) enters the heat 

exchanger at temperature T. with an exhaust flow rate of m . The 
. 1 e 

exhaust heat of an amount Q. Is transferred to a single phase 1 !quid 
I 

in a counter current heat exchanger. The exhaust gas exits at temp-

erature T . The heated I iquid is flashed in a nozzle and expanded 
·e 

to pressure p2 from pressure p
1

• The saturated mixture of vapor and 

I iquid with a quality x2 impinges on a rotary separator. The vapor 

flows through a radial inflow turbine and the liquid flows through a 

radial inflow turbine, each on a common shaft, producing a net power 

output Ps. The vapor exhausts to t~e condenser where a heat of Qc 

is rejected. The condensate is pressurized and merged with the high 

pressure outlot from the I iquid turbine. The I iquid flows back to 

~he heater, closing the cycle. 

A mu It i stage version o'f the sing I e component eye I e is shown in 

Figure 5. 

In this version, the exit flow from the first stage is remixed 

and passed through a regenerative heat exchanger, condensing part of 

the tirst stage vapor. The mixture is expanded through 'the second 

stage nozzle and turbine (as in the single stage cycle). The con-

densate and I iquid discharge from the final (second) stage is passed 

through the regenerative heat exchanger, increasing the temperature 
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to the minumum dictated by combustor mate~ial considerations. The 

advantage of ~taging· is that lower shaft rpm results and the lower 

velocities result in more efficient nozzle and turbine operation. 

Against these gains must be balanced the added complexity and possible 

inter-stage losses. 

The use of two components a I I ows more f I ex i b i 1. i ty in the choice 

of shaft rpm. A single stage two component cycle is shown in Figure 6. 

In this cycle the thermodynamic working fluid is component A. 

It is supplied· to the nozzle as a I iquid and flash vaporizes upon 

contact with the heated I iquid, component B. Another va~iation of 

the two-component cycle Is to mix the condensate (component A) with 

the turbine discharge (component B) circulating the mixture through 

the heater. This variation has the same cycle diagram as the single

component variation. 

The final variation considered uses two components in a manner 

to enable the use of a contact heat exchanger for the wasta gases. 

This version is i I lustrated by the schematic of Figure 7. 

Component B is sprayed into the contact heat exchanger vessel and 

flows counter to the direction of the exhaust gases, picking up heat 

in the process. The hot I iquid is collected in the bottom of the vessel 

and is pressurized by a pump, and injected into the nozzle. The ther

modynamic working fluid A is vaporized upon contact with the component B 

and the mi~ture is expanded through the nozzle. Component B is separ-

ated in the rotary separator turbine driving the hydraulic turbine. 

Sufficient pressure is left in B to return it to the vesseJ and spray 

it into the contaGt heat exchanger. The vapor exhaust from the rotary 

separator is condensed, pressurized and returned to the nozzle. 
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Sing I e Comp_onent - Sing I e Stage Ana I ys is 

Consider Figure 4, the heat rejected is given by: 

Q = x ~TL + {<1-<J> )(1-x ) + x }{~TC" t:.T } 
c V7 V7 s V7 V7 P7 sc 

where.Qc = cycle heat rejection 

<I> s 

C" 
P7 

=vapor quality at condenser inlet 

= latent heat at condenser inlet 

=separation efficiency=~ /(1-x )(~T) 
5 Vlf 

= total mass flow rate 

= I iquid specific heat at condenser inlet 

. t:.T = !;;UVCUU I iII~_ 
sc 

The maximum power output from the turbine is: 

Pt = ll' nt'x ~T<V') 2 /2g J + <1> n"<1-x )~ <V") 2 /2g J 
v . V(f 2 c . s t V(f T 2 c 

where \{1 = fraction of gas energy extracted in turbine, v 

n' = efficiency of gas turbine t 

X = vapor quality at 4 
VI+ 

V' = vapor exit velocity from nozzle 
:1 

gc = 32.16 ft/s 2 

J = 778 8/1b•ft 

n" = I iqu id turbine efficiency t 

The I iqu id pumping work is given by: 

<P ( 1-x ) ~T ( p - p ) ( 144) 
p = S V!f 6 If 

P1 n p"J 
d "' 

where nd = diffuser efficiency 

p6 = heater inlet pressure 

p~+ = separator casing pressure 

0 or 

p" = I iquid density at I iqu id turbine inlet temperature 
If 
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This power must be subtracted from the l·iq~id turbine power if 

it is recovered in the diffuser of a radial inflow turbine. The 

pumping power required for the condensate is: 

p = 
P2 

{ ( 1-cj> ) ( 1-x ) + x } ( p - p 
8

) ( 144) ~T 
S V4 V4 9 _ 

n p" J 
p 8 

The net power available from the turbine is: 

p 
n 

'!' n'x ~ <V') 2 n"cJ> (1-x )~· ~<V") 2 (144)(p- p )gj 
= v t v4 T 2 + t s V4 T ___ 2_ _ 6 4 c 

2g J g J 2 · n p" c c . d 4 

The cycle efficiency is given by: 

p 
n 

nc = P + Q 
n c 

If an exhaust gas to working fluid temperature difference of ~The 

is maintained, then the heat input is giVen by: 

and 

Q. = nh ~ C (T.- Tf) 
. 1o e e pe 1 

Tl = Ti-£\The 

T = T +~Th t 6 e 

where nhe = heat exchanger efficiency 

m =exhaust gas mass flow rate, lb/s e 

Cpe = exhaust gas specific heat, B/lb°F 

T. = exhaust gas initial tempe~ature; °F' 
I 

Tf bxhaust gas final temperature, 0~ 

The engine efficiency is then: 

= 
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If the exhaust gases are cooled below the dew point, then 

Q. = nh ~ {C <T.- Tf> + x L } 
1 1 e e pe 1 w vw 

The nozzle exit velocities V' and V" can be estimated as: 
2 2 

v I ~ V" = vfi' v . 
2 2 n 2 1 

where V . is the i~entropic expansion velocity for the saturated 
21 

I i q u i d- from T to T 
1 2 

nn =nozzle energy efficiency (0.7 to 0.88) 

The vapdr quality at the nozzle exit is determined by the 

approximation 

where X . =the isentropic expansion exit quality 
V2l 

L = latent heat at Station 2, nozzle exit 
V2 

The rpm is given hy: 

w = P /L 
n 

L = 
~TV~rt 

gc 

.Sing I e Component - Mu I ti s·l age 

In the two-stage system shown in Figure 5, the exit flow from 

the first stage is passed through a regenerative heat exchanger to 

reduce the qual i~y to the second stage in order to reduce the spouting 

velocity and to increase the heat exchanger inlet temperature to a 

value above the dewpoint of the exhaust gases. 

The heat rejected from th~ condenser is: 

Q =x ~TL +{(1-<j> )(1-x )+x }C" i'lT ~T 
C Vg Vg S2 Vg Vg pg SC 

The power output from the first stage turbine is: 

'¥ n' x ~ <V') 2 
<P n" <1-x >~ <V"> 2 

v 1 ·t 1 · v 4 T '2 + s 1 t 1 v 4 · T 2 

2g J 2g J c c 
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The ~hange in temperature through the regenerator in the flow 

to the heater .is given by: 

~T(x - x )L 
Vs VG Vs 

where T =·minimum metal surface temperature for exhaust gas 
12 

or 

The 

pt2 

X 
VG 

= 

. 0 
( ::2.17 F from Ref. 7) 

L x - C" (T - T 
Vs Vs P11 12 11 

L 
Vs 

power output from the second stage is: 

= 
'¥ n' x ~ CV'> 2 n" $ < 1-x tffi [<V"l 2 

v t2 V7 T 7 + . t2 52 V7 T 7 

2g J . g J 2 
c c 

(144){(1-<jl )(1-x ) +X }(p - P 9 )(~T) S2 V7 V7 11 
n p" J 

p 1 1 

( 144g ) ( p -
c 11 

I 
ndP,. 

where the noz~le exit parameters x V' and V" are found by v, 7, 7 

considering an isentropic expansion of the saturated liquid-vapor 

mixture from quality x at temperature T to a pressure of p ; and 
VG , 6 7 

subsequently applying corrections for the actual nozzle efficiency,n 
n2 

The cycle efficiency is subsequently giveQ by: 

pt + pt + Q 
1 2 c 

Methods of determining engine efficiency and other parameters 

follow those outlined in the single component single stage analysis. 
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Two-Component- Conventional Heat Exchanger 

The most efficient two-component system is achieved by circulating 

both components through the heater. Considering the cycle diagram of 

Figure 4 with components A and 8, the heat rejected in the condenser is 

given by: 

(1-'-¢ )(l+r-)C" ~T j + s pb sc 
. L 

VCI . 

m 
I {L + 

( l+r) va 
c [ c ] __l_ L + C" ~T + __l_ + (1-<P )(1+r) C" ~T } 1-C vb pa sc 1-C · s pb sc 

1 1 

where L va,b = latent heat of vaporization of A,8 (8/lb) 

r ~mass flow ratio of 8 to A 

c = vapor fraction of 8 in gas - Wb 7 pb 7 . 
W1P1 

= molecular weight of 8 at T ( lb/lb mole) 
7 

pb = vapor pressure of 8 at T Cpsia) 

W = mol~cular weight of gas at f ( lb/!h rnniA) 
7 . ' 

p
7 

=condenser inlet pressure Cpsia) 

C" = specific heat of A,8 (8/lb°F) pa,b 

<P
5 

= separator e~ficiency for I iquid 

~T = subcool ing = T - r , (°F) 
sc 7 6 

The exit velocity from the nozzle is given by: 

V = V = /r)'V . 
2 2 n 2 1 

where V . = the isentropic exit velocity 
21 
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The power output is given by: 

p = 
w 

'l' n'm <V') 2 n"<P m r t(V") 2 

v t t 2 + t s t 
2gJ(1+r) gJ(1+r) 2 

c c 

( 1 44) ( p - p ) g j 
6 4 c - . n p" 

d b4 

p ) 
8 

< 144) ,nt < p - p ) 
9 8 

n p'b' J < 1+r) 
p 8 

n p" J(l+r) 
p a9 

In order to determine the mass ratio of component B to component A 

the flow in the nozzle must be considered. If A and Benter the nozzle 

in the I iquid state and if A is entirely vaporized unti I only B remains 

in the I iquid state then for an isentropic process: 

m s" + m s" = <P m s' + (1-<P )m s" + m s" a a 1 b b 1 x a ax x a ax b bx 

rearranging gives: 

or 

If <P = 

<P s' - <P s" .- s" + rs" - s" - rs" x ax x ax a 1 b 1 ax bx 

r = 

r(s" - s" ) 
_......::.b...._1_.._::.b.:....:x'-- + 

!:J.s ax 

s" - s" a1 ax 
!:J.s ax 

!:J.s - (s" - s" ) ax a 1 ax 
s" - s" b 1 bx 

where~ =the mass fraction of A v_aporized by station x 
"'x-

m = mass flow rate of component A a 

mb = mass flow rate of component B 

s" -. entropy of I I quid A at the conditions of 
a1 station .1 (inlet) 

!:J.s = entropy of vaporization of component A at station x ax 

The velocity at x for an isentropic process is given by: 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

ffi h" + ,n h" = <P ,n h' + <1-~ )m h" + ffi h" + <m + mb)v 2 ./2 <27) a a 1 b b 1 x a ax x a ax b bx a x 1 
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Solving for V ~: 
XI 

And 

where v 

v 2 • = ____£__ rh II _ 

x1 1+rl:a1 
(1-<P )h 11

- <Ph'+ rh 11
- rh 11

] x ax x ax b 1 bx 

= ____£__ [h II - hll + <P hll - <Ph'+ r(h 11
- h11 >] 1 +r a 1 ax x ax x ax b 1 bx 

_L[(C" + 
p - p p" ] rC 11 ) (T - T ) - <P L + 1 X( 1 ax 

= + r -~~-) 
1+r pa pb . 1 X x va pll pbx ax 

~ ( 1-<P ) 
a x + 

A xi 
Ax = 
~ 

= V'. = vn. 

pll v 
ax xi 

+ pll v 
bx xi 

= velocity of two-phase mixture after an xi XI XI isentropic expansion from station 1 to x 

hll = enthalpy of component A I i quid at station 
a1 

en = specific heat of component A I i quid pa 

T = temperature 

L = latent heat of vaporization of component A va 

p = pressure 

p" = density of component A I iquid at station x ax 

1 

A = area at station x for an isentropic expansion xi 

A = area for a real expansion from 1 to x 
)( 

T)n = v 2/V 2 
X xi 
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Two Components With Contact Heat Exchanger 

The contact heat e~changer variation of Figure 4 has the primary 

pump as an added component, but replacement of the primary tube and fin 

heat exchanger by a simple contact unit should result in a sugnificant 

savings in cost. 

The heat transferred from the condenser is: 

Q = mlt {L + (lCC1 )L b+ C" 6T + l<lCCI· )+(1-<j> )(l+r)l C" 6T } (33) c +r va · - 1 v pa sc - 1 s · pb sc 

where the nomenclature was defined previously. 

The turbine output power now becomes: 

p 
n 

(144)(1~<1> )~tr(p- p ) 
s 9 8 

n p'b' J(l+r) 
PI 8 

(144)(<j> )~tr(p- p
6 s . 1 

n p'b' J < l+r) 
P2 1 

( 144) ~t ( p 9- p 8 ) 

n p" J(l+r) 
P 1 a a 

The same expression for mass ratio holds, but in general the 

temperature of the thermodynamic working fluid at the nozzle inlet wi I I 

( 34) 

be equal to the condenser temperature instead of the peak cycle temperature. 

Sing I e Comrommt Sino I e Stnoe r.n I r.11l ;Jt ions 

The engine chosen for consideration is the 38·TD8-1/8. The exhaust 

te~perature and flow rate at ful I power are: 

T. 719°F 
I 

~e/Pd = 15.17 lb/bHP•h 

Pd = 1980 bHP 

m e = 3.004 x 10
4 

lb/h = 8.344 lb/s 
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0 If we chose a heat exchanger ~T of 25 F (pgs. 3-26 of ref. 7), then 

the peak temperature of the bottoming cycle is: 

T·= 696°F 

In order to I imit the pressure and provide a consistent calculational 

basis, let T = 680°F. For saturated I iquid, p = 2708.1 psi a. 
1 1 

The other conditions at state point 1 are: 

v" = .0305 ft 3/lb 
1 

V·l = . 1115 ft 3/lb 
1 

h" = 757.3 B/lb 
1 

h '· = 1067.2 B/lb 
1 

L = 309.9 B/lb 
Vl 

s" = .9351 B/lb°F 
1 

sl = 1 . 2071 B/ I b °F 
1 

t:.s = v .2719 B/lb°F 

The first case considered wi I I be a condensing temperature of 212°F. 

In this case: 

T = 212°F 
:l 

p = 14.7 psi a 
2 

v" = .01672 
2 

vi = 26.80 
2 

h" = 180.07 
2 

hI = 1150.4 
2 

L = 'J70. 3 V2 

s" = .3120 
2 

S I = 1. 7566 
2 

t:.s = 1.4446 
v2 
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Isentropic expansion would yield: 

~h. = h"- h"- T (sll- s" 
I 1 2 2 1 2 

T (s"- s") 
X = 2 1 2 

2 L 
V2 

~h = (757.3 180.07) 672 (.9351 - .3120) 

= 577.23 418.723 = 158.507 B/lb = 158.507 8/s/lb/s 

X = (672)(.9351 - .3120)/(970.3) = .432 
2 

The heat rejected is: 

oc = (.432)(1)(970.3) + [<.99)(1) + (.432)(1)] (1.0)(10) 

= 419.7 + 14.22 = 433.39 B/s 

For a nozzle efficiency of 0.85, the exit velocity is: 

v 2 /2g J = n ~h. = <158.507)(.85) 
2 c n 1 

V = /(64.4) (778) ( 158.57) ( .85)' = 2598.68 ft/s 
2 

For a turbine efficiency of .85 and a diffuser efficien6y of .85 

and '¥ = 1 : 
v 

p = (1)(.85)(.432)(1)(2598.68)2 + (.85)(.99)(.568)(1) [<259~.68)2 -
n (64.4)(778) (32.2)(778) L 

( 144) (2693.4 + 40) (32.2)] - ( 144) ( .432 + .01) ( 1) (2693.4 + 40) 
( .85) (59.81} . (. 75) (59.81) (778) 

= 49.49 + 59.667 - 4.883 = 104.27 B/s 

The cycle efficiency is therefore: 

104.27 
nc = 104.27 + 433.39 = • 1939 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY OF TURBINE DESIGN 

METHODS AND PARAMETERS 

Mechanical Design Procedure 

1. Make use of standard and conventional parts and materials. 

2. Estimate rotor component weights. 

3. Calculate rotor shaft size by: 

A. Minirnurn static deflection with loud (.001") 
B. Bearing size tor rotor speed.and load 
C. Material selection. 

4. Calculate shaft stresses based on size, material, and drive 
hor·sepower-. 

5. Estimate first critical speed. 

6. Adjust any of the above paran~ters as required. 

7. Determine component balance required to min.imize total load. 

8. Calculate housing stresses and determine minimum thicknesses 
and bolt size. 

9; Calculate inlet I ine size and outlet line size required for 
standard flow. 

10. Design support members for maximum rigidity. 

Turbine Parameters* · 

1. Two inlet nozzle;;- .939" exit diameter 

2. Steam mass flowrate = .659 lb/s 

3. DTA mass flowrate = 2.16 lb/s 

4. Separator rpm = 16,322 

5. Turbine rpm= 8,161 

6. Separator speed= 1,600 ft/s 

*The final turbine parameters changed somewhat due to iterations, but not 
significantly enoug~ to affect the mechanical design. 
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7. Turbine power= 160 HP 

8. Steam turbine power= 137.4 HP 

9. Pump power= 38.7 HP@ 75% efficiency 

10. Nozzle exit velocity= 1,841 ft/s (@ 15°) 

11. Separator (nozzle exit) pressure= 14.7 psia 

12. Separator (nozzle exit) temperature = 212°F 

13. Turbine discharge pressure= 1.2 psia ( .7 psia minimum) 

14. Separator drum inner diameter = 24" 

15. Nozzle length 
Throat diameter 
Exit diameter 

= 12" 
= .90" 
=.939" 

16. Separator drum material - titanium 

Numerical Calculations 

1. Estimated rotor weights: 

~team turbine 20 lbs 
Separator disc - 20 lbs 
Liquid turbine - 5 lbs 
Shaft - 8.5 lbs 

2. Rotor unba I anc·e I oad: 

Vapor turbine: 8,161 rpm 
.04 ounce inches maximum 

Force Ounces x inches 2 
= 

6172 
x (. 1045 x rpm) 

Force= 6~~2 <728,702) 
Force= 2.72 lbs 

Separator disc: 16,322 rpm 
.016 ounce inches maximum 

Force = 6~;~(2,914,809) 

Force= 7.5 lbs 

Liquid turbine and shaft= Negligible 

Total Rotor Load = 65.72 lbs 
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3. Rotor shaft size: 

Wc 2 

Deflection= 3EI x (c + ~) 

.001 = (65.72)(4) 2 (4 + 7) 
3( 30x106 H 

I= .129 = .049(d 4
) 

d = 1.344 11 

where W = Rotor weight - lbs 

E 30 X 106 

c = Rotor overhang 

~=Dearing spocing 

d = Shaft diameter 

inches 

inches 

inches 

Bearing Size= 35 rrun. bore (1.3780" shaft size) 

Bearing Type (test. purposes only) - Extra Precision ABEC - 7 

Typical Bearing Type = Fafnir Medium 2MM307 WI single and 
2MM307 DB double 

Radial Load = R = X 
1
R + Y /1' Equation 1 e 

= X2R + Y2 T Equation 2 

where xl = 1.0 

yl = 0 

Xz = .45 

y2 = 1.8 

R = 65.72 
c 3 

L if~ Calculation: L - ·1 .~uu 
II 

R 1 0 e 

where c = i 0. 7 ( c ) = 2,505.6 
u n 

and c = nf x· cb n 

c = .16 X 7,250 n 
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en = 1' 160 

Therefore, L = 82 x 10 6 

.1 0 

Standard grease packed do~ble seal .bearings rated at 250°F 

are therefore suitable. 

4. Rotor shaft size by stress: 

ASME Power Code Equation: = 

where d = Shaft ·diameter - inches 

s = Maximum shear stress - torsion, bending s and ax i a I, Code for standard commercial 
with keyway = 6,000 psi 

~ = Combined shock and fatigue -bending 

Mb = Bending moment - i n/lb 

Kt = Combined shock and fatigue - tors ion a I 
Code - 1.5 for minor shock 

Mt = Torsional moment ~ in/lb 

Neglecting bending stresses: @ 300 HP 

where Mt = HP(33l000) ( 12) 
2~rpm 

= 2,318 in/lb 

d3 16 1.5(2,318) = 
~6 .. 000 

d 3 = 2.95" 

Therefore, d = 1.37" 

The 35 mm. bearing size (1.3780) is correct. 



APPENDIX D 

STEAM TURBINE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

The two-phase nozzle accelerates a steam/Dow-Therm .A. mixture. In 

the separator, the two fluids are separated and each is allowed to ex-

change momentum in a turbine wheel. 

In the separator process, the I iquid Dow-Therm A is centrifuged to 

the inside of the rotating s~pe~etor rim. The steam, at essenl i~l ly r·im 

speed; exists below the I iquid. If the pressur~e gr-adient is srJHicieril 

to initiate flow radially inward, the flow can be directed through pro-

perly shaped vanes and energy can be extracted. This would then be a 

radial inflow turbine configuration, and is selected here because it 

adapts so wei I to the rest of the geometry. Actually, a smal I performarice 

penalty wi I I be paid because the jet-speed ratio (U/C ) is somewhat low, 
0 

even if two stages are used. 

Operating Conditions 

The conditions for which the turbine was designed are I isted in 

Table D-1. 

Analysis 

In contradistinction to the ordinary radial inflow turbine where 

the working fluid is accelerated ~n a regular nozzle located in the 

plane of the wheel and directed to provide a radial inflow component to 

thevolocity; here the fluid is separated on the rotating ui·urll drrr..l i:, 

directed with a slight axial component. Therefore, the analysis begins 

with the already accelerated steam jet assuming a realistic value of 

velocity (tangential component= 1,800 ft/sec,radial component= 250ft/sec). 

The steam is also assumed to be saturated vapor at 14.7 psia. The 
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TABLE D-1 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Nozzle Exit Diameter, in. 

Steam Mass Flowrate, lb/sec 

Dow-Therm Mass Flowrate, lb/sec 

Separator Speed, rpm 
. ' 

Turbine Speed, rpm 

Nozzle Exit Velocity, ft/sec 

Nozzle Angle, degrees 

Separator Diameter, in. 

Nozzle Exit Pressure, psia 

Turbine Discharge Pressure, psia 

:... 137 -

0.939 

0.659 

2.16 

16,322 

8' 161 

1 ,841 

12 

24.0 

14.7 

1 .2 maxi mum 

0.7 minimum 



separator and nozzle diameters set the allowable intet diameter to the 

turbine at 22.0 inches, making the tip speed 783ft/sec at 8,161 rpm. 

This is the starting point of the analysis. 

The variables which operate in the trade-6ff analysis include: 

Diameter at inlet and outlet of each stage 

Intermediate stage pressures 

Blade angles 

Absolute velocities (mach numbers) 

Radial acceleration permissible 

The objective, of course, is to minimize losses and maximize power 

output. In terms of the turbine analysis, the absolute leaving velocity 

should have the smallest possible tangential (whirl) component. 

A preliminary trade-off was made to determine some of the variabtes. 

Diameters were selected and the radial acceleration was set at 20 percent. 

It would be best to have no acceleration but blade angles wi I I be very 

shallow. Throughflow velocity was chosen 1"o yive red~urrable blade height. 

A parametric ana I ys is of intermediate stage pn:lssur·e~ was performed. 

Table D-2 I ists the constraints imposed on the analysis. Figure D-1 

shows the nomenclature used. Table D-3 is a summary of the calculations 

and Figures D-2 through D-5 show the results. From these data these

lected configuration is as summarized in Table D-4. 
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TABLE D-2 

CONSTRAINTS AND EQUATIONS 

c = 1,800 ft/sec 
U2 

Assumed, set by drum speed 

c = 
r2 

250 ft/sec Assumed, reasonable blade hetght. 

2 w 2 + 2gJ(h - h . ) w . = 
3 I 2 2 3 I 

First Law 

w = 0.9w . 
3 31 

Assumed, Losses 

c u c u 
Stage Work = U2 2 u 3 . 3 

gJ Euler Equation 

c = 1.2 c = 300 ft/sec Reasonable acceleration 
r3 r2 

c = c ( D /D ) Vortex Law 
U~t U3 It 3 

c = 1.2 c 360 tt/sec Reasonable acceleration 
r5 r~t 

c 2 = c 2 + 2gJ(h h . ) 
5 i It It 51 

First Law 

c = 0.9 c 
5 5 i 

Assumed, Losses 

h = h - c 2/2gJ 
6 It 0 

First Law 

c = 1.2 c = 432 ft/sec Reasonable acceleration 
r1 rs 

c u - c u 
Stage Work = Ufi fi U7 7 

gJ Euler Equation 

Total Work = Sums of Stage Work 

·Power = Total Work x Flowrate 
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Fig. 0-1 - Typical o iagrams 
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Point 2 

p2 = 14.7 psi a 

h = 1, 150.5 B/lb 
2 

c = 1 , 81 7. 3- ft I sec 
2 

u = 783.4 ft/sec · 
2 

w = 1 ,046. 9 ft/sec 
2 

c = 1, 800 ft/sec U2 

c = 250 ft/sec r2 

Point 3 

p3 = 14.7 psi a 

h . - 1,150.5 B/lb 3 i 

w = 942 ft/sec 
3 

u = 712 ft/sec 
3 

c = 
r3 

300 ft/sec 

c - - 181 ft/sec 
U3 

Stage Work = 61.4 B/lb 

Point 4 

c - - 181 ft/sec 
Ult 

·c = 300 ft/sec r4 

TABLE 0-3 

TYPICAL CALCULATIONS 

12.0 8.0 

1 , 1.36 1,108 

-1,215 -1,616 

712 712 

300 300 

465 876 

69.5 81.2 

470 885 

300 . 500 

- 1.41 -

6.0 4.0 1.2 

1,089 1,063 992 

-1,845 -2,112 -2,706 

712 712 7.12 

300 300 300 

-1,108 -1, 379 -1,977 

87.8 95.5 112.5 

-1, 119 -1,393 -1,997 

300 300 300 



TABLE 0-3- continued 

Point 5 p = 12.0 p = 8.0 
3 3 

ps = 10 psi a 6 1.2 6 4 1.2 

h = 1, 132 B/lb 1,097 999 1, 115 1 ,088 1 ,015 
5 i 

c = 883 ft/sec 1,490 . 2, 485 1, 342 1, 750 2,557 
5 

c = 360 ft/sec 
rs 360 360 360 360 360 

c = 806 ft/sec 1,446 2,459. 1, 293 1,712 2,531 
Us 

c = 
u6 

81') ft/se.c 1,462 2,487 1,307 1 '732 ?,560 

u = 627 ft/sec 627 627 627 627 627 
I; 

w = 188 ft/sec 835 1,860 681 1' 105 1, 933 
u6 

c = 360 ft/sec 
rG 360 360 360 360 360 

w = 406 ft/sec 909 1,895 770 1 '162 1,966 
6 

c = 891 ft/sec 
6 

1, 506 2,513 1 '356 1 '770 2;585 

h = 1' 135 B/lb 
G 

1' 106 1,027 1, 116 1,090 1 ,021 

p 1.2 psi a 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
7 

h = 1,003 B/lb 1,006 1,027 1,017 1,01R 1 ,021 
71 

w = -2,338 tt/sec -2, 171 -1,706 -2,121 -2,012 -1,769 
7 

lJ = .55n ft/sec 556 556 556 556 556 
7 

c -r7 
432 ft/sec 432 432 432 432 432 

c = -1,742 ft/sec -1,572 -1,094 ·-1,520 -1,409 -1,160 
u7 

Stage Work = 59.0 B/lb 71.4 86.5 66.4 74.6 89.3 

Power = 120 HP 132 146 137 145 159 
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FIRST STAGE 

STATOR 

SECOI'JD S 1/\UL 

TABLE D-4 

CONFIGURATION DATA 

Inlet 

Exit 

Inlet 

Ex it 

Inlet 

Ex it 
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p 

D = 

b = 

8 

p 

D 

b = 

13 ::. 

p = 

D = 

b = 

(Y, = 

p = 

D = 

b = 

(',(, 

p 

n = 

h = 

8 = 

p = 

D -:: 

b = 

8 = 

14.7 psi a 

22.0 in. 

0.185 in. 

13.8 degrees 

8.0 psi a 

20.0 in. 

0. 296 in. 

10.7 dAgrees 

8.0 psi a 

19.8 in. 

0. 300 in. 

1A.7 degrees 

4.0 psi a 

17.8 1 n. 

0.514 in. 

11.q degroos 

4.0 psi a 

17.G in. 

n. ~20 j n. 

18.1 degrees 

1.2 psi a 

15.6 in. 

1. 49 in. 

12.49 degrees 
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Fig. D-5 - Results of Trade-off Study 
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APPENDIX E 

CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER CYCLE EQUATIONS 

The mass ratio was calculated for isentropic nozzle expansion: 

We know for isentropic processes 

Where 

m s II 
a a1 

rh = 
i::l 

mb = 

5 II "" a 1 

s I ::: 
a2 

S II = b 1 
S II = b2 

mass flow 

mass flow 

entropy 

entropy 

entropy 

entropy 

rate of water 

rate of therminol 

of water at mixer 

of steam at nozzle 

of tenrminol 66 at 

of therminol 66 at 

So mass ratio, r, is 

Where 

r = = 

S I -
a2 

5 II 

bl 

S II 
a 1 

5 II 
b2 

= 
S I - S II 

a2 a1 
-cp 0 1n T 2 

T1b 

T2 =.nozzle exit temperature 

66. 

inle+ 

iniGt 

mixer inlet 

nozzle exit 

T1b = mixer inlet termperature of therminol 66 

The mixed termperature of therminol 66 and water was determined 

by a heat balance at nozzle inlet, assuming they were mixed at 

a common pressure. 

So 
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Where 

c " = specific heat of Therminol 66 pb 

c " = specific heat of water pa 

T1a = water temperature at the mixer inlet 

T1m = mixed temperature at the r nozzle inlet 

The ve I o.c i ty at X for isentropic processes is given by: 

v 2 2 
h " h I + yc I (T1m T2) = - -

a i 1+y a 1 a2 pb 

Where 

h" =enthalpy of liquid water at nozzle inlet 
a 1 

h 1 =enthalpy of sterna at nozzle exit 
a2 

The exit velocity from the nozzle is then~ 

v . 
XI 

The power is therefore: 

. v 2 
mT 2 nT 

2g J 
c 

\•!here: 

n , nT = nozzle and turbine efficiency n . 

mT = total mass of Therminol 66 and water 

The pump. i ng power t'equ ired is: 

p = 
p 
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Where 

n = pumping efficiency 
p 

pav = average density of fluids 

The heat rejection from the systems is: 

Where 

L = latent heat of vaporization va 

x = quality of steqm 
va 

h =enthalpy at super heat Tsup 

hTsat enthalpy at saturation 

The cycle efficiency is then determined by: 

Where 

p 
net 

p 
net 

0 + p c net 

= pt - p . p 

The flow conditions were chosen to provide a slight degree of 

super heat to avoid Wilson line if there is further expansion. 
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APPENDIX F 

COMPARISON OF FLUID PROPERTIES 
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\Jl 
N 

Temperature 
OF 

100 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

650 

! 

I 

~ 

Therminol 
66 

--

0.00193 

0.0386 

0.386 

1. 93 

6.76 

14.7 

-hermlnol Thermi no I 
60 55. 

-- 0.0967 

<0.038 D.058 

0.23 0.193 

1. 25 0. 77 

4.64 1.93 

14.7 4.83 

23.21 --

TABLE lA- VAPOR PRESSLRE ( lb/in~) 

Dowtherm Dowtherm Mob i I them Che\TOn DowCorning DowCorn i ng A reo Therrriof I u i d 
G A 600 Tekr. i fax 550 710 Rub i I ene 

0.001 
. -- -- -- -- -- -- --

-·- 0.051 -- -- -- -- -- 0.15 

0.2 0.63 0.386 -- -- <0.00193 -- 0.35 

L3 3.96 1. 16 -- 0.0015 -- -- 0.70 

J:.5 i5.65 3.384 0.232 0.012 0.077 0. 116 1. 30 

I 

17.3 45.34 7.73 -- 1.93 @ 
7"6°F 

0.425 -- 2.6 

- -- -- -- -- 1.586 @ -- 4.5 

700°F 



\J1 
I..N 

Temperature 
oF 

100 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

700 

Thermincl 
66 

0.380 

0.430 

0.480 

0.530 

0.57 

0.63 

0.68 
. 

Ther'lli no I Thermi no I 
6:) 55 

. 
0.395 0.472 

0.445 0.522 

0.495 (o. 572 

0.543 C.620 

·o.593 0.670 

0.643 0.718 

0.668 @ --
650°F 

TABLE 18- SPECIFIC HEAT <B/Ib°F) 

Dowtherm Dowtherm Mob i ltherm Chevron 
G A 600 Tekn i fax . 

. .. 
0.395 0.38880 0.39 0~45 

0.42 0.4260 0.438 --

0.454 0.463 0.485 0.555' 

0.478 0.500 0.532 --

0.510 0.537 0.578 0.66 

0.541 0.579 0.625 --

0.5670• 0.611 0.671 --

DowCorn i ng DowCorning A reo Thermofluid 
550 710 Rubi lene 

0.358 0. 363 -- 0.485 . 
0.386 0.454 -- 0.550 

-- -- -- 0.610 

0.433 0.505 -- 0.674 

0.685 0.730 
. -- --

-- -- -- 0.800 

-- -- -- 0.82 @ 
- 650°F . 



~ABLE 1C- DENSITY (lb/ft3
J 

Tempet;ature lherminol l:'le rm i no i T-erminol Dowth~rm Dowtherm Mob i ltherm Chevron Dow:orn i ng DowCorning Arco Thermofluid 
F 66 60 55 G A 600 Tekn ·fax 550 710 Rub i fene 

' 100 61.7 6" •. 3 54.8 68.:JO 65.27 58.4 0.879 1.068 1. 11 --
Specific Specific Specific 49.5 

Gravity Gr-:Jvity Gravity 
@ 60°F @ T:°F @ 77°F 

200 59.3 59. 1 52.4 65 .. 24 62.46 56.27 -- -- -- -- 47.3 
' 

300 56.7 56.9 50.1 62:A~ 59.50 54.28 -- -- -- -- 45.2 

400 53.7 54.6 47.8 59.62 56.67 52.16 -- -- -- -- 43.0 

500 50.5 52.0 45.5 57.12 53.00 50.17 -- -- -- -- 40.5 

600 48.1 .. 4~.7 43.1 54 ;25 49.29 48.11 -- -- -- -- 37.9 
' 

700 45.6 4<3.6 @ -- 51.4 45.03 45.60 -- -- -- -- 37 @ 
650°F 650 F 



\Jl 
\Jl 

Te;nperature 
oF 

' 

100 i 

: 
200 

300 
. 
.! 

400 

500 

600 

700 ; 

Thermincl 
66 

72.00 

10.15 l 

; 

3.76 

1.88 

' 

1.08 

0.749 

0.549 

Therminol Thermi no I 
60 55 

(I b/hr-ft) 

11.7 61.5 

4.0 110.3 

2.1 4.09 

1.3 2.18 

0.93 1.41 

0.69 1.01 

0.60 @ 
650°F 

--

TABLE 10 - VISCOSITY 

Dowtherm Dowtherm Mob i I therm 
-· G A. 600 

36.2 6.29 136.00 

7.02 2.57 15.25. 

~ 

2.9 1.4 4.84 

1.65 0.9 2.83 

1.06 0.65 1.46 

0. 77 0.46 0.95 

0.6 0.36 0.535 

Chevron DowCorn i ng DowCorning A reo Thermofluid 
Teknifax 550 710 Rub i .I ene 

- i 

(Centi- (Centi- (Centi- (S.U.S.) (lb/hr-ft) 
stokes) stokes) stokes) 

48.0 84 500 @ 201 @ --
77°F 100°F 

-- 20 -- 47.3@ 
200°F 

0.002 

. 
2.80 -- -- -- 0.00076 

-- -- -- -- 0.00055 
; 

0.94 -- -- -- 0.00049 

-- -- -- -- 0.000393 

-- -- -- . 
' -- 0.00038 . 



\J1 
0'1 

Tempe~ature 
: F 

100 

200 
.... 

300 

400 

500 

600 

700 

Therminol 
66 

. 0.0703 

0.0685 

0.0670 

~ 

0.0657 

0.0640 

0.0620 

0.0605 

1lermino~ 

60 

. 0.0755 

0.0n1 

0.0705 

0.•)681 

' 0. )656 

0.::>630 

·0.0618 
@ 650°F 

T.A.BLE 1E- THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (B/hr-ft2-°F) 

nerminol Dciwth::Jrm Dowtherm Mob i I therm Chevron om,'Corn i ng ·DowCorn i ng A reo Thermof I u i d 
55 G .A 600 Tekni~ax .550 710 Rub i I ene 

0.0784 0.0755 . 0.0805 0.0695 0.0695 0.085 @ 
T!oF 

0.085 @ 
77°F 

0.071 @ 
500°F 

0.0806 @ 
212°F 

0.0753 0.0742 0.0765 0.0675 0.0575 0.0699 @ 
662°F 

0.0724 0.0131 . 0. 0725 0.0653 0.0553 

0.0692 O.C'20 0.0685 0.0631 0. ()5.31 
: 

I 

0.0661 O.CC6 0.0645 0.0611 O.C611 
. 

).0630 · o.o6s::. 0.0607 0.0589 0.(589 

-- 0.0681 0.0568 0.0566 . 0.0:66 
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\.]1 

co 

TABLE 
Using 

0 Temp F 

200 

400 

550 

720 

I .Pr. d 1 qu• . 

c lJ./k p 

63.40 

15. 17 

8.38 

5.507 

3" ceramic s:tddles, 

DR. 

tt2/nr 

1,22 X 10-5 

8.6 X 10-5 

20.5 X 10-5 

32.5 X 10-5 

hl 

. 2 0 
B/hr-ft - F 

66.57 

191.32 

305.98 

444.57 

diameter=5.5ft c:t 0.5.'' H20/ft of 

a KL w 

tt2/tt3 lb moles 

h r-tt2·-l b moles /tt
3 

21 0.0701 

21 0.7433 

21 :2.15135 

21 4.31290 

Sc Pr gas gas 

/k }:! c 
p D R. 

p 
g, 

25.4 0.72 

29.0 0.69 

20.4 I). 69. 

29.3 •).68 

packed bed 

D KG I .Sc. d g 1qu1 

ft 2 /hr 2 
moles/hr-ft -atm ~ 

p D R. g, 

0.0339 0.086 1.403 X 104 

0.0493 0.088 4.07 X 10
2 

0.613 0.086 85.76 

0.11 0.11 33.08 

he: 
1 1 1 u - = ·- +-u hg hR. 

2 0 8/hr-ft - F 

6.6E- 0.165 6.054 

7.6~· o. 136 7.360 

7.72 0.133 7.53 

7.55 0. 1346 7.42 



TABLE 2 

Gas 

240-400 6.705 1. 71607 

400-550 7.443 1.54592 

550-720 7.477 1. 5388 

3 
Z = E Zi = 14.078 ft. with 10% safety factor, 

i =1 

3.107 

2.752 

2.931 

total height of tower ~ 16 ft which is appoximately 
equal to overal I calculations. 

TABLE 3 

Gas 

240-400 11.7465 1. 09346 3.107 

400-550 13.370 0.96056 2.752 

550-720 .13.68 0.96 2.931 

Which Is approximately equal to over all calculations 

3 
Z = E Z i = 8. 86 ft. 

i=1 
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t.Z 

5.314 

4.254 

4.510 

lZ 

3.40 

2.64 

2.81 



0 Temp F 

200 

400 

550 

700 

I 

~ 

(J\ 
0 

I 

TABLE 4 

2" Pal I meta. ring at pressure drop 0.8inches -i2J/ft of packed bed, 0 = 4.65 ft. 
I 

G L I 

lb/hr-ft 2 2 
I b/hr-ft .· 

1625 641 

1625 641 
' i 

1625 641 

1625 641 

! 

. 
i 

I 

a KG w 

tt2
/tt

3 2 
moles/hr-ft -atm 

23.25 0.16 

23.25 0.1631742 

23.25 0.16053 

23.25 0.20709 

UAV= 12.1133 

H = 1625 x 0.245 = 1.0I 
og 12.7133 x 31 

t.z = Hog N 09 
Heigh+ o~ tower ~ 9. 1 =t. 
With a· safet~ fatter of 10%, 
Tot::~l height 'of tower W ft. 

KL h~ 
'.::> 

lb moles 2 0 B/hr-ft - F 
2 ' . 3 

hr~ft -lb 
1 

/ft 
mo es 

0.06724 12.::64 

0.71359 14. t44 

2.06493 14.257 

4.141 14.213 

hl 1 1 1 u -=-+-
2 0 

u hg h 9- . 
B/hr-ft - F 

63.87 0.0965 10.36 

183.67 0.0761 13.133 

293.686 0.0735 13.70 

426.85 0.0727 13.76 

•. 
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